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BACKGROUND 
 
 
Communities are searching for leaders who will engage organizations, businesses, government institutions and 
individuals to collectively address education, income and health issues to drive systemic and measurable long-term 
impact. Creating the changes our communities aspire to requires a different level of leadership from United Way. 
Given United Way’s footprint extending across the globe, with a presence in thousands of local communities, and 
work that touches every sector of society, we – the United Way network – can have the opportunity to be that 
leading force for social change.  
 
Understanding what key qualities, knowledge and abilities we must have to execute on the business strategies and 
goals is the foundational element of our talent management strategy.  
 
The common set of competencies underpin the strategy so that we can ensure that we get, grow and retain the 
right people who have the key competencies in areas fundamental to our mission and strategic direction. It is the 
basis of all other talent management decisions and links the organization’s talent strategy to the over-all business 
strategy and mission.  
 
 
Overview of the United Way Competencies Portfolio  
 
United Way Competencies serve as the foundation for the United Way network-wide talent management strategy 
– and inform the essential abilities (skills, knowledge, behaviors) that United Way professionals must have to 
perform their jobs successfully. United Way should use competency models to recruit, develop and retain the 
highest quality talent.  
 
United Ways should use these competency models to create job descriptions, align performance evaluations and 
set performance standards and expectations for their staff. By using a common set of competencies across the 
network, we will achieve alignment which will result in consistency of performance and employees experience.   
 
United Way Individual Competency Models  
Individual competencies represent the knowledge, abilities and behaviors that result in an individual’s personal 
effectiveness and effective interactions with others. These competencies were created as specific models to 
provide local United Ways with the blueprint of competencies that individual candidates and staff members should 
possess to be recruited, developed, and retained as United Way employees.   

 
We further define and divide our Individual Competency Model into three sets of competencies:   

 
 Professional Core Competencies  

Define the competencies that are critical to the success of the organization. These are competencies that 
ALL individuals are expected to possess. These competencies define what the organization values the 
most in people. The goal of the core competencies is for individuals to be able to perform in a diverse 
number of positions throughout the organization. 

 
 Leadership Competencies  

These are competencies specific to leadership roles such as Chief Executive Officer and Board. 
 
 Functional Competencies  

Specific knowledge and skills needed to be able to perform one’s job effectively. These competencies are 
job specific and relate to success in a given job or job family (e.g., knowledge of accounting principles, 
knowledge of human resources, knowledge of resource development, relationship manager, etc.).  
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Graph A: United Way Competencies Portfolio 

 
As shown in the graph, (Graph A: Competencies Portfolio), functional competencies are grouped across the top. 
These competencies are required to perform specific functions such as Community Impact and Resource 
Development roles. Core competencies are presented as the foundational, underlying set that is not position-
specific but are required for ALL United Way employees and for success in any leadership role at United Way. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

WHAT IS COMPETENCY/E?  
 
Competence is the ability of an individual to do a job properly.  
 
A competency is a set of defined behaviors that provide a structured guide enabling the identification, 
evaluation and development of the behaviors in individual employees. 
 
Some scholars see “competence” as a combination of practical and theoretical knowledge, cognitive skills, 
behaviors and values to improve performance; or as the state of quality of being adequately or well 
qualified, having the ability to perform specific role.  
 
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/competence_(human_resources)  
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ORGANIZATION DESIGN AND COMPETENCIES TO EXECUTE THE  
UNITED WAY BUSINESS MODEL 
 
 
United Way Business Model  
 
United Ways across the world are leaders in setting 
community priorities and delivering real impact in 
Education, Income & Health. United Way plays a critical 
role in communities and provides a valuable service. 
Network-Wide, United Ways who have made progress in 
Community Impact are raising more revenue, on average.  
 
United Way has always been at the intersection of the 
needs of the community and the needs of the market.  We 
evolve the way we operate, but we are always serving this 
crucial intersection so things get done and societal needs 
are addressed.  We can’t go too far one way or another – 
must have balance between impact and resources. 
 
We are in the business of creating impact, and the donor is our customer. The United Way business model answers 
the question: “How do we make money to maintain and grow Impact work in our community?”  
 
The United Way business model is designed to deliver “the right product to the right person in the right way.”  
 

Being donor centered helps United Way raise the revenue 
necessary to maximize its impact locally. Communities 
already turn to United Way to solve pressing problems. By 
executing the business model, United Way will deliver results 
AND grow its revenue. 
 
- Develop Impact Products: The goal of United Way’s 
targeted communications is to effectively connect donors to 
issues that are important to them. By framing Impact work in 
the community as a product to invest in, United Way can drive 
increased revenue to fund its mission. United Way is in the 
business of creating Impact, and the donor is its customer. 
 
- Engage Markets: To effectively connect with and 
meaningfully engage with donors, it is critical to know as much 
as possible about them. 
 
- Develop Channels & Experiences:  Once segmented, 
United Way can begin to craft and deploy messaging 
specifically tailored to resonate with those donors. This 

messaging creates a unique experience with the United Way brand, resulting in personal connections to United 
Way’s cause. 
 

- Strategy & Operating Policies: The business model’s success relies on a solid organizational foundation. 
 
 

“Donor-Centered Fundraising is an approach to raising money that inspires donors to remain loyal longer 
and give more generously. It is easy to understand; it focuses on the things that make fundraising 
profitable; and it comes from donors themselves.”  --- Penelope Burke.  
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DONOR-CENTERED, FUELED BY IMPACT MATRIX ORGANIZATION 
 

Our organization’s success is powered by our 
people. Attracting, developing and retaining talent 
to sustain our competitive advantage is essential. 
The change in the business model and strategy is 
impacting both our external and internal way of 
operating. It is important that we have the right 
people’s capabilities to effectively drive Revenue 
and Impact.  
 
As a path forward, United Way must operate in 
matrix organization, moving from traditionally 
siloed functional work into an integrated, matrix, 
dynamic, cross-functional operating model. The 
future organizational design to best reflect and 
position United Way for successfully executing 
the business model is “Donor Centered, Fueled by 
Impact”. Revenue drives impact, and impact 
drives revenue. Being donor centered 

organization helps United Way raise the revenue necessary to maximize its impact by recognizing that the donor 
is the customer, reaffirmed with the importance of engaging the donor in a way that delivers “the right product to 
the right person in the right way.”  
 
Through “Donor Centered, Fueled by Impact” design United Way operates as a matrix organization, with shared 
accountability for results, everyone is responsible for driving revenue and impact, moving from a static (functional) 
to dynamic (cross-functional) structure that is enabled through a partnership culture. To successfully transition into 
this operating model, we must ensure to have the right people with the right competencies, as well as build a culture 
of partnership and high-performance to accelerate transformation and sustain success long-term.  
 
How the work gets done at United Way is the core of the transformation that requires competent people and 
enabling culture, expectations for working cross-functionally, to achieve optimal alignment of roles, results and 
performance. Community Impact, Resource Development and Marketing / Communications professionals must 
work in partnership and alignment and be able to develop impact products, excite donors and individuals to engage 
and donate to United Way, effectively fundraise, and create opportunities for continuously evolving United Way’s 
influence, relevance and relationships. These three roles are critical for executing the United Way Business Model. 
It is essential that these roles work in partnership, alignment and have shared accountability for United Way’s 
financial and community impact outcomes.  
 
The imperatives for effective collaboration and alignment between Community Impact, Resource Development 
and Marketing / Communications professionals are: 

- Possesses and demonstrates the Core Competencies: Mission-Focused, Relationship-Oriented, 
Collaborator, Results-Driven and Brand Steward.   

- Is directly responsible for driving results and community impact outcomes.  
- Is responsible for gaining resources for United Way to advance impact work – such as donations, 

grants, relationships, subject-area experts and supports, volunteers, etc.  
- Brings people together to create a common agenda and plan of action with shared measures and 

accountability for results (both within United Way and with external partners and stakeholders). 
- Communicates, in a cross-functional way, to identify non-typical partnership opportunities between 

business and non-profit entities. 
- Effectively communicates to multiple constituencies (staff, volunteers, donors, funders, and partners). 
- Has strong interpersonal skills and social skills to develop and maintain positive relationships with our 

partners and collaborators. 
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HOW TO USE COMPETENCY MODELS  
 
 
Customizing Competencies for Your United Way  
 
You need to customize any off-the-shelf competency model to reflect the unique needs of your organization. Project 
teams and subject matter experts must work to select competencies from the model that are critical to the success 
of the organization.  
 
The best approach is top-down. A bottom-up approach usually results in too many competencies that are hard to 
manage and end up being meaningless. Moreover, it can require too much customization. To address this concern, 
often a steering group is assembled to identify the core competencies the company needs. Then managers and 
individual contributors are led through a process to help them quickly and efficiently select competencies for each 
job and assign proficiency level standards.  
 
 
Identifying the Most Important Competencies  
 
We recommend you consider the relative importance of the competencies and attributes / behaviors based on your 
United Way’s unique needs and goals. The relative importance of the individual competencies and attributes / 
behaviors will be affected by the: 
 

- Size of your United Way and the community issues you are addressing 
- Strengths of the individual currently in the functional position (Community Impact, Resource Development, 

Marketing / Communications)  
- Level of the position – Vice President, Director, Manager (other as per your United Way)  
- Specific Job Responsibility – such as Major Gifts, Campaign, Community Impact Manager 

 
All competencies are important; the differentiating points are their attributes / behaviors.  One way to determine 
the competencies with appropriate attributes / behaviors most critical to your success is to rate them. This activity 
can be done by a single individual or by a group that works toward consensus in their ratings. A worksheet is 
provided below for use by your United Way.  
 
 
Competency Rating Sample Worksheet 
 
Directions: Enter competencies and attributes for Community Impact, Resource Development, Marketing / 
Communications. Review the list and consider the factors that affect your United Way and for a specific position.  

- First, enter all competencies and then rate attributes, using “H” (high importance) to identify those that are 
absolutely critical to your success at this time.  

- Next, rate the rest of the attributes either “M” (medium importance at this time) or “L” (low importance at 
this time). Space is provided to document your rating and to note your reasoning.   

- All competencies are important, and the attributes you rate an “H” should be used to drive your hiring and/or 
continuing development efforts. 

 
Competency  Attribute Rating: H, M, L Note  
(e.g. – Effective 
Fundraising) 

Generates Revenue 
through Appropriate 
Asks 

  

 Is Ambitious and 
Focused on Winning  
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 Manages Prospects    
 Persuades and 

Influences Donors   
  

 Uses Digital Technology    
 
 
Behaviors that Evidence Competencies 
 
In continuation, attributes and behaviors shown for each competency were determined from the interviews with key 
performers and are specific to United Way and this position. They are provided to assist in determining the presence 
of a competency and guiding performance.  You may use these behaviors to help you craft targeted interview 
questions and/or to identify specific areas needing development.  Sample interview questions are also provided in 
the continuation of this publication (pg 34-45). 
 
 
Competencies Road Map  

 
 

CORE 
COMPETENCIES  
ALL Staff Regardless of 
Role, Level, Function  

- Mission-Focused  
- Relationship Oriented  
- Collaborator  
- Results-Driven  
- Brand Steward  

 
LEADERSHIP 
COMPETENCIES  
(VPs, SVPs, C-Suite)  

- Talent Management and People Development  
- Business Acumen and Strategic Direction 
- Operational Planning and Execution  
- Outward Turning  

 
FUNCTIONAL 
COMPETENCIES  Community Impact  Resource Development  Marketing / 

Communications  
 
Top-Line Across All 
Functions (Common for 
CI, RD, MKTG/COMM)   

- Drive for Stakeholder Success  
- Effective Communication  
- Adaptability and Change Management  
- Cross-Functional Capability and Collaboration  
 

 
Technical, Functional 
Expertise  

- Strategic Community 
Collaboration  

- Deep Community 
Expertise  

- Product Development 
and Implementation  

- Donor Influence  
- Volunteer Engagement  
- Advocacy and Public 

Policy  

- Effective Fundraising  
- Strategic Relationship 

Management  
- Entrepreneurial and 

Innovative  
- Business Development 

and Sales  
- Volunteer Management  

- Nuts and Bolts of 
Marketing  

- Taking Impact 
Products to Market  

- Creating Brand 
Experiences for 
Everyone  

- Effective and Engaging 
Communication  

- Donor Influence  
- Volunteer Engagement  
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UNITED WAY PROFESSIONAL - CORE COMPETENCIES FOR ALL STAFF  
 
This set of competencies represents the CORE competencies that ALL United Way staff regardless of role and the 
position MUST possess. The Core Competencies represent the foundation and must be an integral part of each 
position. The core competencies are important to each position within United Way. They are required to drive United 
Way values and mission. You should always seek them in people you select for all positions—including leadership.   
 
MISSION-FOCUSED 
Description The United Way Pro’s top priority is to create real social change that leads to better lives and 

healthier communities.  This competency drives their performance and professional 
motivations. 

Attributes & 
Behaviors  

 
- Links donor, volunteer, and advocates’ aspiration to needs: Communicates effectively 

and with passion “the story” of the organization’s work to engage and energize donors, 
volunteers, advocates, and all other constituents in the community. 

- Catalyzes others’ commitment to mission: Personally and visibly participates in key 
events and opportunities. 

- Strives vigorously to accomplish shared goals: Communicates and/or initiates actions 
on strategic opportunities (e.g., organizes volunteer events, shares information about 
organization’s events and invites others to participate, etc.). Develops relationships to 
enhance and contribute to organizational effectiveness. 

- Separates one’s own interests from organizational interests to make the best possible 
judgments for the organization: Focuses own work and that of others on needs and 
aspirations of the community. 
 

RELATIONSHIP-ORIENTED 
Description The United Way Pro understands that people come before process and is astute in 

cultivating and managing relationships toward a common goal. 
Attributes & 
Behaviors 

 
- Understands what motivates individuals and organizations: Acknowledges and thanks 

others for their contribution. Initiates contact and interacts in a constructive way with 
diverse people to generate enthusiasm for the work. 

- Values diversity and inclusion: Builds relationships internally and with other United Ways, 
United Way Worldwide, state and local governments, nonprofit and private sector 
organizations. 

- Effectively communicates: Knows and can successfully articulate the organization’s 
mission, vision and values to other stakeholders and collaborators. 

- Treats others with respect and dignity: Allocates time for relationship building, 
consciously creates time for engaging with others and deepening relationships. 
Embraces conflict and can successfully navigate the conversation to describe the 
organization’s interests and find appropriate solutions. 

- Actively listens to and facilities diverse input and contributions: Helps others achieve 
their goals by sharing ideas, time and resources. Listens to others and communicates in 
an effective manner that fosters open communication. 
 

COLLABORATOR 
Description  The United Way Pro understands the roles and contributions of all sectors of the community 

and can mobilize resources (financial and human) through meaningful engagement. 
Attributes & 
Behaviors 

 
- Seeks and shares knowledge of community: Builds consensus and support with diverse 

stakeholders by exchanging information, identifying mutual interests, suggesting 
collaborative approaches and/or offering compromises. 
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- Takes collaborative approach to addressing issues: Demonstrates coalition-building 
skills with the ability to explain, advocate and articulate facts and ideas in a persuasive 
manner and to negotiate with individuals and groups both internally and externally. Gives 
credit and recognition to others who have contributed. 

- Focuses on shared goals: Works collaboratively with others to achieve common goals 
and positive results. Supports and encourages other team members to achieve 
objectives. 

- Mobilizes a broad range of sectors and resources: Displays strong listening skills and 
can clearly state the point of view of others. Demonstrates ability to negotiate and 
compromise without losing sight of core values and objectives; seeks win-win solutions.  
 

RESULTS-DRIVEN 
Description  The United Way Pro is dedicated to shared and measurable goals for the common good; 

creating, resourcing, scaling, and leveraging strategies and innovations for broad 
investment and impact. 

Attributes & 
Behaviors 

 
- Focuses on results and can effectively communicate goals and impact: Sets and 

maintains high performance standards for self and others that support the organization’s 
strategic plan. 

- Advocates for support of education, income, and health: Motivates others to translate 
ideas into actions and results. 

- Promotes innovation / willing to take risks: Takes calculated risks to achieve goals. 
Challenges self and others to achieve “stretch” goals. 

- Develops relationships to drive resources and results: Recognizes and capitalizes on 
opportunities to capture, grow, and attain funding and other resources that advance 
United Way’s mission. Shows passion for improving the delivery of services with a 
commitment to continuous improvement. 

- Delivers on the business model: Holds self and other team members accountable for 
achieving results. Models excellence and motivates fellow members to follow his/her 
example. 

 
BRAND-STEWARD 
Description The United Way Pro is a steward of the brand and understands his/her role in growing and 

protecting the reputation and results of the greater network. 
Attributes & 
Behaviors 

 
- Acts with integrity and strong ethics to foster trust at all levels (personal, market, 

societal): Fosters and supports the principles and values of the organization.  
- Internalizes the meaning and commitment of United Way and consistently acts 

according to its value and purpose: Defines, communicates and consistently exemplifies 
the organization’s values and ethics. Understands brand concepts and can articulate 
these to stakeholders and staff. 

- Demonstrates the values of the network; is a good system-citizen: Identifies underlying 
issues that impact negatively on people and takes appropriate action to rectify the issues. 
Identifies, assesses and manages risk while striving to attain objectives.  

- Is accountable and transparent with all stakeholders: Respects and follows the 
standards and safeguards that protect the organization’s integrity (e.g., professional 
standards for financial reporting, integrity of data, security of information systems, use of 
emails, organizational property, etc.). 
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SENIOR LEADERSHIP COMPETENCIES  
 
 
This set of competencies represent the LEADERSHIP competencies that United Way staff in senior leadership 
roles or positions (e.g., C-Suite, SVP, VP, Board, etc.) MUST possess.   
 
 

 TALENT MANAGEMENT & PEOPLE DEVELOPMENT  
- Builds and leads a diverse team that enables the organization to succeed; Hires the right people; 

Demands high performance and results; Ensures people’s work is aligned with mission and strategy.  
- Is open to new ideas; Invests time and resources in training, development and succession for the 

department; Identifies and grooms high-potentials; Delegates effectively.  
- Coaches and mentors employees and teams. 
- Receives and provides feedback in a constructive way that builds confidence among staff; Addresses 

performance problems. 
 
 

 BUSINESS ACUMEN & STRATEGIC DIRECTION  
- Demonstrates understanding and knowledge of the United Way network; Understands business of the 

organization and effectively creates strategy.   
- Understands the community and its business environment.    
- Understands general business and financial principles required to effectively lead, manage and align 

resources for performance; Is able to read financial statements and create budgets.  
- Contributes to the bottom line by helping the organization grow its resources and capacity.   

 
 

 OPERATIONAL PLANNING & EXECUTION  
- Establishes effective and efficient processes that align their department priorities with organization 

goals, strategy and mission;  
- Collaborates effectively within the organization. 
- Inspires and motivates people to build the culture of United Way as the Mission of Choice. 
- Engages volunteers in a way that helps execute the strategy.  

 
 

 OUTWARD TURNING  
- Develops strategic relationships to benefit United Way and the community; Knows key players in 

community and is diligent in maintaining and expanding the network of partners.  
- Seeks learning from inside and outside the network to build skills, knowledge, and abilities to challenge 

the organization in reaching its potential. 
- Is an effective spokesperson for United Way and its work 
- Is present and visible in community and with partners (donors, volunteers…); Engages, listens and 

understands community aspirations.  
- Establishes credibility as a leader on critical issues and solutions affecting the community. 
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FUNCTIONAL COMPETENCIES  
 
The FUNCTIONAL competencies are add-ons to the CORE competencies, further defining the specific job, functional 
roles and expertise as they relate to a particular job family (e.g., Community Impact, Resource Development, 
Marketing/Communications, etc.) the staff member is performing.   
 
Functional competencies should be used as a roadmap or guide to help you find the right people to fill the specific 
functional role and/or to help someone in the role develop more fully. It is highly unlikely that any one person will 
be an expert in each of these functional competencies. The key is in knowing which functional competencies and 
attributes / behaviors you need for a specific job and role, and ensure you are proactively using this adequate set 
for hiring, development and performance evaluation processes. 
 
 
FUNCTIONAL TOP – LINE COMPETENCIES  
Across functions, regardless of role: “How We Do the Work” in a dynamic, cross-functional, matrix organization  
 
To show strong performance and results in a matrix Donor Centered, Fueled by Impact organization, all United Way 
Community Impact, Resource Development and Marketing / Communications professionals must work cross-
functionally and, possess and demonstrate particular strengths in the following top-line competencies.  
 
 
DRIVE FOR STAKEHOLDER SUCCESS  
 
Description: The CI, RD, and MKTG/COMM Pros are results driven to maximize social change and enhance the 
quality of life in the communities they serve. Proactively work in alignment across all functions of their organization 
to advance United Way mission, drive for impact and revenue goals, and demonstrate strong commitment to 
creating value for stakeholders to achieve organizational success. 
 
Attributes & Behaviors:  

- Has a Business Mindset: Understands major sources of revenue and the specific role CI, RD, and 
MKTG/COMM play in engaging different kinds of donors to generate revenue (e.g., individual, corporate, 
foundations, etc.); Crafts and deploys messaging specifically designed to connect and engage donors with 
United Way’s mission; Uses knowledge of donors and community needs to create and frame community 
impact work as an investment opportunity. 

- Shares Accountability for Revenue and Community Impact: Is accountable for driving revenue and impact 
goals of the organization; Identifies and involves relevant internal and external stakeholders in goal setting, 
planning, and implementation; Creates a plan for achieving revenue and community impact goals; Is 
responsible and works with others to follow through on plans, evaluates the status of goals/outcomes 
using multiple sources of data, on a regular basis; Uses regular meetings and progress reports to ensure 
that revenue and impact goals are met.  

- Manages Data: Identifies internal and external stakeholders from whom data needs to be collected; 
Facilitates conversations and keeps CI, RD and MKTG informed of data findings, impact and implications 
of the work; Creates and implements a plan and systems for collecting data on an ongoing basis; Gathers 
and uses relevant data from stakeholders to continuously monitor and evaluate goals and progress and 
recalibrates goals and / or plans when necessary. 

- Manages Projects and Shared Goals: Establishes shared / cross-functional goals based on overall 
organization’s goals and objectives; Creates and executes a plan to achieve goals; Communicates to 
relevant stakeholders the goals, the plan for achieving the goals, and performance expectations for 
achieving goals; Anticipates obstacles and develops contingency plans; Alerts appropriate parties 
immediately of potential problems regarding plan progress; Monitors and tracks project plan 
implementation to ensure timely completion; Documents project progress, changes, and decision points 
as necessary.   
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- Aligns Resources and Competing Priorities:  Thinks “we” before “me” and strives to connect the dots; 
Identifies the best thinking to deliver value to the organization. Works collaboratively to identify urgent and 
important priorities based on multiple sources of (e.g., organization goals, manager, etc.); Seeks feedback 
from others about priorities; Revisits priorities, on a regular basis, and adjusts them as needed to align with 
organizational goals and priorities.  

 
 
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION  
 
Description: The CI, RD and MKTG/COMM Pros are skilled and passionate communicators who articulate the United 
Way message in a way that inspires others to act in service to the organization and to the community. Promote and 
sell ideas persuasively. Shape the opinions of key “stakeholders” (donors, community, employees, other) and 
promote and project a positive image of the organization. 
 
Attributes & Behaviors:  

- Influences Others: Understands the needs, interests, and values of their audience(s); Uses what they know 
about themselves and others to craft and deliver communications that resonates with and inspires others 
to commit and engage with United Way; Considers and effectively prepares the appropriate method, timing 
and venue for delivering information relevant to target audience; Adjusts communication style based on 
audience cues, both verbal and non-verbal, to persuade and move stakeholders to action; Fosters a sense 
of urgency in achieving goals.  

- Listens Actively: Is an active listener who is open to new ideas and diverse opinions; Asks questions, does 
not assume, strives to understand and connect; Is authentic, genuine and inspires action and commitment 
in all areas. 

- Tells the Story:  Distills complex information into a simple and compelling message for maximum clarity, 
understanding and impact; Presents work using examples that are relevant to community priorities and 
aspirations, and that resonate with stakeholders;  

- Communicates Skillfully:  Writes and speaks clearly and concisely; Uses multiple platforms to reach 
diverse audiences; Is an effective public speaker and presenter.  

- Communicates Strategically: Develops and implements a comprehensive, year-round communications 
plan to keep supporters and partners informed and engaged on United Way’s mission and community 
priorities; Is diligent with appropriate follow-up and follow-through communications. 

- Collaborates Internally: Works effectively and proactively across functions to develop and communicate 
compelling messages; Assesses progress and describes results to collaborating partners and to the larger 
community with clarity, transparency, and effectiveness and intentionally shares and collaborates with 
internal teams.  

 
 
ADAPTABILITY AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT  
 
Description: The CI, RD and MKTG/COMM Pros champion and facilitate change to ensure long-term community 
sustainability. Adapt successfully to changing needs while maintaining positive relationships with internal and 
external constituents. 
 
Attributes & Behaviors:  

- Manages Ambiguity: Manages ambiguity with high tolerance and continues to drive toward results; 
Operates with transparency; Strives to provide staff and partners with as much clarity and stability as 
possible. 

- Exhibits Constructive and Realistic Optimism: Stays current in field and attempts to apply latest 
information on trends and best practices to continuously improve work; Fosters an environment of 
innovation and change and takes calculated risks to accomplish goals; Embraces and supports change 
initiatives, seeks solutions and demonstrates self-control in difficult situations. 
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- Manages Change: Identifies and implements new ways of conducting business to enhance effectiveness 
and efficiency; Communicates benefits of change to team members and to partners; Shows link between 
specific change and its benefit(s) to impact work. 

- Demonstrates Resilience: Recovers quickly from setbacks, overcomes obstacles and understands that 
constructive criticism is part of learning. 

- Demonstrates Flexibility:  Is flexible and willing to step out of their comfort zone; Supports leadership 
decisions even if personally in disagreement; Shifts gears and comfortably handles risk and uncertainty. 

 
 
CROSS-FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY AND COLLABORATION  
 
Description: The CI, RD, and MKTG/COMM Pros work effectively in a cross-functional, matrix organization. Bring a 
team-oriented mindset and approach to work. Demonstrate skills and capabilities to collaborate for results. 
Demonstrate knowledge of current conditions and future trends, both inside and outside the organization, to 
achieve results. 
 
Attributes & Behaviors:  

- Is Team-Oriented: Champions the best idea rather than their idea; Recognizes and advocates for the team; 
Avoids taking sole credit for work; Recognizes and gives credits to others for great work. 

- Collaborates across Teams: Knows the role that they and others play in achieving results and impact; 
Understands and empathizes with the perspective of those with which they work. 

- Connects the Dots:  Understands the United Way Business Model and has a firm grasp of their role and the 
role of various individuals, teams and organizational functions; Considers and proactively seeks 
information; Is transparent and proactively shares the information across teams and functions.   

- Encourages Diversity and Inclusion:  Understands, appreciates, and maximizes the talents of people from 
different cultures, gender, race, regions of the country, etc.; Considers diversity and inclusion when making 
decisions and taking actions; Welcomes and involves people from a broad array of backgrounds so that 
they feel a sense of belonging and understand that they play a significant role in the work or project at hand. 

- Is Knowledgeable about Internal and External Trends: Seeks information on internal and external trends, 
inside and outside non-profits; Uses information to anticipate, communicate, and proactively act to improve 
or protect United Way; Brings information to other teams, translates relevance and implications for the 
work, recommends actions. 

- Demonstrates Strategic Perspective: Ensures that strategic issues are considered and applied (e.g., long-
term vs. short-term benefits and losses; alignment with organizational goals, cross-functional alignment, 
etc.) when making decisions. 
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COMMUNITY IMPACT (CI) COMPETENCY MODEL  
 
 
STRATEGIC COMMUNITY COLLABORATION  

 
Description: The CI Pro engages diverse stakeholders to accurately and effectively assess community needs and, 
with credibility, authenticity and humility, strategically guides United Way to contribute to the community’s priorities. 
Influences and inspires community leaders (e.g., individuals, corporate, government, etc.) to partner with United 
Way to create and implement programs that serve and add value to the community. 

 
Attributes & Behaviors:  

- Facilitates Community Conversations: Listens and seeks information from the community; Engages in 
activities to understand community aspirations, and authentically restates the community’s agenda from 
the community’s perspective; Shares information with community; Is consistently present and visible in the 
community. 

- Creates Strategic Partnerships:  Knows the needs, interests, and values of the communities and 
community leaders; Uses knowledge and expertise about community needs and stakeholders to identify, 
recruit, engage, and convene strategic and diverse groups of stakeholders to advance the common good 
of EIH (Education, Income, Health); Fosters a sense of urgency in achieving goals. 

- Implements Shared Initiatives:  Works inclusively with individuals (target populations, residents, and other 
non-institutional partners), networks and organizations to explore shared interests and creates and acts 
on common goals, priorities, and visions; Influences shared goals. 

- Manages Conflict Effectively:  Manages conflict and tensions between collaboration and competition; 
Engages constituents in a constructive way to resolve conflict; Identifies and advances win-win solutions 
to improve lives in communities. 

- Is Culturally Astute:  Values, is sensitive and appreciates the differences and similarities across 
communities; Advocates for and supports efforts to increase inclusiveness and diversity in community 
impact efforts, especially those involving vulnerable communities; Understands, communicates, and works 
effectively and respectfully across demographics, socioeconomic, language, and all other constituents that 
represent diverse cultures of communities.  

 
 
DEEP COMMUNITY EXPERTISE  
 
Description: The CI Pro is an expert on community issues and challenges who has thorough knowledge of the data 
trends, research, and environment and community stakeholders. Proactively works to identify and address complex 
issues by providing leadership around gathering, interpreting and using relevant data to inform and drive strategy 
development, make decisions, and drive for results. Plans, develops and implements initiatives within impact areas 
to achieve results that drive collective community outcomes. 
 
Attributes & Behaviors: 

- Gathers Data:  Understands, analyzes, and uses community and social data to create effective community 
solutions; Asks insightful and provocative questions regarding community needs, resources, and values. 

- Interprets Data: Explains data for RD and MKTG professionals to turn into stories, reports and powerful 
messages to engage donors. Anticipates risks and creates solutions and plans to effectively manage the 
issues.  

- Thinks Critically:  Develops criteria for making decisions that impact the community; Weighs the costs, 
benefits, risks, and changes for successes when making decisions; Facilitates the group think process by 
breaking down complex problems and situations. 

- Develops Solutions:  Uses and translates data to create clear objectives and action plans; Uses analysis 
and critical thinking skills to solve problems; Understands agency and partner constraints and works 
around those constraints or uses the challenges they present as opportunities; Synthesizes information 
and interacts in a positive way to get to a solution. 
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- Shares Knowledge and Resources: Commits to ongoing learning; Researches best practices; Transfers 
knowledge to others in a way that facilitates effective implementation of community projects and 
programs.  

- Writes Grant Proposals: Develops successful proposals as investment opportunities and attracts funds; 
Gathers support, people, and money required to back programs and projects that impact community 
priorities. 

 
 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION  
 
Description: The CI Pro understands the community and the philanthropic interests of donors and investors. 
Identifies community strategies to connect with the interests of various investors, and develops solutions and 
products as investment opportunities to connect donor aspirations with community needs.  
 
Attributes & Behaviors: 

- Develops Strategy: Collaborates with RD and MKTG/COMM to understand and jointly establish target goals 
and outcomes; Conducts research and develops strategies to achieve organizational goals; Identifies 
United Way and other community partners’ roles in strategy implementation. 

- Defines New and Innovative Products: Based on strategically relevant data, seeks to create products and 
services that are new and useful; Identifies potential community impact products; Chooses which 
strategies to frame as products based on their unique value to United Way and potential investors. 

- Exercises Financial Acumen: Creates, reads and understands budgets and other financial reports; Gathers, 
analyzes, and draws appropriate conclusions regarding the financial impact of product development and 
implementation; Estimates the cost of developing and implementing a new product; Estimates the value of 
that product to the community, donor(s), and United Way; Creates effective product pricing.    

- Connects with Fundraising: Contributes information to fundraising goals based on forecast of resources 
needed to implement impact strategies; Works with RD to incorporate those goals into a resource 
development plan; Contributes analysis of potential donor interests, product description, resource 
requirements and cost of the proposed product or solution.  

- Promotes Products:  Works with RD and MKTG to create a communication plan and turn ideas into tangible 
products to appeal to donors and generate revenue; Relates product features and benefits to donor and 
community needs and interests.  

- Implements and Manages Projects: Assesses priorities, creates and executes timelines, meets interim and 
overall project milestones; Establishes measurable goals that are in line with community outcomes; 
Implements with appropriate sense of urgency; Continuously monitors and evaluates based on goals and 
recalibrates when necessary; Brings people together to successfully execute tasks. 

 
 
DONOR INFLUENCE  
 
Description:  The CI Pro understands donors and supports year-round relationship management with key donor 
segments (e.g., individuals, corporations, foundations, etc.) to attract and sustain resources (financial, volunteer, 
and advocacy). 
 
Attributes & Behaviors: 

- Understands Donors: Engages and participates in fundraising efforts and initiatives; Volunteers and 
actively participates in projects, special events, cross-functional teams or workgroups that support the 
work of the entire organization. 

- Connects Donors with Mission: Writes compelling stories about the results of community impact products 
or solutions; Translates community needs into stories or reports that RD and MKTG/COMM can leverage 
for sales and donor engagement.  

- Connects Donors with Products: Understands and crafts written content for inclusion in proposals to 
donors that articulates the investment opportunity for the donor and the outcome the donor’s investment 
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will achieve – social ROI; Works in partnership with RD and other functional teams to create investment 
opportunities and/or products.  

- Visits Donors: Participates in campaign and donor engagement by presenting and going on donor visits 
with RD professionals; Provides return on investment information for donors that is clearly articulated and 
succinct. 

- Focuses on Donors: Works with RD to identify and understand donor benefits of specific community impact 
solutions; helps RD understand requirements of specific community impact solutions so they can provide 
better/more accurate information to donors.  

 
 
VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT    
 
Description: The CI Pro works to build organizational capacity through volunteer collaboration and to develop high-
impact, meaningful volunteer opportunities that increase revenue, impact, outcomes, and influence.  
 
Attributes & Behaviors:  

- Plans for Strategic Volunteer Engagement: Based on specific impact goals, creates a plan for achieving 
one or more goals that addresses such things as kind and number of volunteers needed, what staff 
members need to be involved, action steps to achieve the goal(s), and impact and success measures; 
Identifies other resources required to achieve goal(s) (e.g., equipment, software, legal, consulting, etc.); 
Provides information to MKTG/COMM and other stakeholders  to create different types of communications 
that will connect with different types of volunteers. 

- Advocates for Volunteer Involvement: Identifies volunteer opportunities in existing and new community 
impact work; Continuously advocates for volunteer engagement with internal and external stakeholders. 

- Attracts Volunteers: Using multiple approaches and channels that are aligned with donor and community 
needs and interests, identifies prospective individuals and groups of volunteers; Approaches prospective 
volunteers using high-tech and high-touch methods; Assesses volunteers against goal and/or project 
criteria; Selects and notifies volunteers. 

- Prepares Volunteers for Their Roles: Provides written and oral information to volunteers that helps them 
understand the goal and their specific role in achieving the goal; Trains volunteers on United Way policies 
and knowledge and skills they will need for the specific goal on which they are working; Answers questions. 

- Manages Volunteer Performance and Impact: Sets and communicates expectations to volunteers; 
Follows-up regularly on the status of volunteer efforts; Provides performance feedback to volunteers that 
recognizes their strengths and helps them develop in areas in which they are weak. 

 
 
ADVOCACY AND PUBLIC POLICY  
 
Description: The CI Pro works with community leaders and elected officials to build on the United Way mission and 
advocates on education, impact and health issues.  Encourages partner organizations to engage in advocacy and 
to support issues important for the community.  
 
Attributes & Behaviors:  

- Has an Advocacy Mindset: Sees opportunities instead of obstacles; is committed to helping others; takes 
action to help others; understands different types of advocate roles (e.g., Defender, Protector, Promoter, 
Mediator, Monitor, Teacher, etc.) and plays the role(s) they are best suited to play in different 
circumstances. 

- Plans, Executes, and Evaluates Advocacy Efforts: Identifies advocacy priorities based on community 
needs and local, state, and national resources; Works with RD and MKTG/COMM and other internal and 
external stakeholders to plan high priority advocacy efforts including advocacy needs, resources required, 
advocacy roles and responsibilities, deliverables and impact measures; Works closely with stakeholders to 
execute plan(s); Monitors advocacy efforts on an ongoing basis and makes changes as needed. 
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- Advocates for Partners and Stakeholders in the Community:  Uses media, events and other resources to 
provide financial and non-financial support to partners and stakeholders in the community; Advocates for 
partners and stakeholders with local agencies for grant funding and other local resources; Regularly meets 
with local government officials and business leaders to ask for money and other resources to support 
partners and stakeholders. 

- Advocates for Communities and Stakeholders in Society and Politics:  Routinely contacts state and/or 
federal government officials representing the community and their interests for legislative updates that 
may affect the community; Brings community issues and programs to the attention of state and federal 
government officials when relevant to the budgeting or legislative process; Communicates community 
impact information to state and federal lawmaker when appropriate. 
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RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT (RD) COMPETENCY MODEL  
 
 
EFFECTIVE FUNDRAISING  
 
Description: The RD Pro is donor focused and results-driven, with a relentless focus on gaining financial resources 
to support United Way’s mission and community impact strategic objectives. 

 
Attributes & Behaviors: 

- Generates Revenue Through Appropriate Asks: Identifies new ways to drive and generate revenue; 
Identifies strategies and opportunities to best engage donors; Proactively identifies and qualifies 
individuals and groups to give to/support United Way; Asks for money and closes the deal. 

- Is Ambitious and Focused on Winning: Sets ambitious yet realistic goals; Persists when facing obstacles 
and comes back with a new approach and strategy to succeed; Conveys energy and passion about United 
Way’s work and mission; Is self-directed; Holds oneself accountable. 

- Manages Prospects: Gathers and uses data that supports requests for donations and other types of 
support; Connects donors’ and prospects’ interests directly to United Way’s work; Creates a strong case for 
support and successfully “sells” the idea, program, or funding opportunity to donor and/or supporter; 
Inspires commitment and support for United Way. 

- Persuades and Influences Donors:  Listens to the needs, interests and passions of the donor with an eye 
towards connecting them with United Way community work; Expresses empathy and consideration for 
donor/partner needs; Identifies, engages with, adapts to and influences various types of people and 
organizations; Promotes an idea or vision effectively. 

- Uses Digital Technology: Manages and tracks digital campaigns including email campaigns, social media 
and digital advertising initiatives and analytics for United Way and partners; Understands and influences 
how digital technology and tools impact fundraising; Works with CI, MKTG/COMM, and others inside and 
outside the organization to create incredible user experiences and journeys to help United Way acquire, 
engage and retain supporters via social media. 

 
 
STRATEGIC RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT  
 
Description: The RD Pro develops and maintains strategic relationships that generate the financial resources 
necessary to support United Way’s mission. Builds trust and donor commitment to United Way. 

 
Attributes & Behaviors: 

- Creates Win-Win Relationships: Understands United Way and donor objectives and where they intersect; 
Identifies tangible outcomes that benefit both parties; Identifies strategies and opportunities to build trust; 
Engages with donors year-round, not just during campaign season, to nurture and enhance relationships.  

- Builds Donor Loyalty and Retention: Develops and executes year-round engagement and retention plans 
for donor segments; Builds donor loyalty through personalized engagement, increasing average gift, and 
increasing involvement in giving, advocating, and volunteering with United Way.  

- Maximizes Lifetime Donor Value:  Recognizes the ultimate goal of all relationship-building is to maximize 
Donor Lifetime Value—the cumulative contributions of the donor (financial, engagement, influence) over 
the course of their lives; Promotes a culture focused on helping every donor maximize their lifetime donor 
value and impact to the community through United Way; Avoids short-term “wins” if it jeopardizes the long-
term relationship with the donor.  

- Is Culturally Astute:  Is aware of different demographic and cultural groups; Realizes that cultural 
differences and similarities exist, without judging or assigning values to those cultural differences; Displays 
cultural knowledge and sensitivities and applies that knowledge to fundraising efforts; Builds relationships 
across different demographic groups in the community. 
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- Is Visible with Donors and Community Leaders: Continuously builds and expands the network of donors; 
Is visible and known in the community; Recognizes and pursues new opportunities and engages key leaders 
in the organization to create and support plans. 

- Engages Donor Segments Appropriately: Understands differences between types of donors (e.g., HNWI, 
workplace donors, corporations, foundations, government entities, etc.) and specific strategies needed to 
reach each segment; Behaves appropriately, effectively, and in alignment with donor type and donor needs. 

 
 
ENTREPRENEURIAL AND INNOVATIVE 
 
Description: The RD Pro creatively seeks new opportunities to generate revenue and other resources that add 
greater value to the organization and the community including the ability to understand and contribute to the 
product development process, able to assess donor’s interest and accurately convey those to cross-functional 
team. 
 
Attributes & Behaviors: 

- Exhibits Business Acumen:  Identifies, anticipates and adapts to changing market trends and business 
needs; Understands challenges and opportunities in the business environment; Has solid understanding of 
United Way products and services. 

- Focuses on Continuous Improvement:  Stays current in the technical aspects of their field (e.g., tax law, 
employee engagement); Attempts to apply latest information on trends and best practices to continuously 
improve the work; Encourages and supports new ideas and new ways of doing things. 

- Takes Calculated Risks: Recognizes and acts on opportunities; Establishes criteria for taking risk; 
Challenges status quo when appropriate; Knows when to cut losses and change course. 

- Stewards Donors: Recognizes the power of effective stewardship (thanking donors, informing them about 
the impact of their gift, keeping them apprised of progress on the community work it is intended to address 
and deepening the relationship) and develops and implements plans to steward donors of all giving levels. 

- Takes Initiative: Recognizes and capitalizes on emerging opportunities; Recommends new ways of doing 
business; Meets donor needs in new ways; Stays current and anticipates market trends and technology 
that improve knowledge, communications and interactions. 

- Assesses and Conveys Donor Interests for Product Development: Understands donors’ interests and 
aligns them to existing organization mission and products; Informs and guides conversations with CI to 
develop products and investment opportunities; Works with Marketing to inform collateral materials, 
strategies for promoting, and reporting on products/investment opportunities. 

 
 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND SALES 

 
Description: The RD Pro plans, implements, and evaluates business development and sales efforts.  Uses multiple 
methods and various sources of information to identify and approach prospective donors, maintain positive 
relationships with existing donors, and bring organizational resources to bear on achieving donor and impact goals. 
 
Attributes & Behaviors:  

- Manages Data, Analytics, and Research: Manages donor data efficiently and accurately such as inputting 
donor visit notes, updating annual donor roster names and contact information, resolving conflicting data 
and information, producing ongoing donor and prospect research, recording donor communications as well 
as contact, biographic and preference information in donor database; Identifies and researches lapsed and 
potentially-lapsing donors and works to re-engage these donors. 

- Develops a Plan:  Using community and donor data, creates plan(s) for identifying prospective donors and 
creating and positioning products. 

- Builds Donor Desire: Using donor data, identifies the best way to contact prospective donors; Uses donor 
interests, needs, and values to engage them so that they have a strong desire to work with United Way; 
Creates donor options, using specific donor information, for giving, advocating, and/or volunteering for the 
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United Way; Creates a strong case for support and successfully “sells” the idea, program, funding 
opportunity to donor and/or supporter; Is a great negotiator and uses persuasive techniques to mobilize 
and engage people to support the United Way. 

- Presents to the Donor: Creates and presents written or verbal information about donor options in a 
professional and compelling way; Leads and navigates discussions that result in mutual satisfaction and 
benefit; Addresses donor questions and objectives; gains donor commitment in a timely manner. 

- Collaborates with Community Impact: Engages CI in donor engagement and fundraising by learning details 
of current community impact solutions; Shares information with CI about donor needs and interests to 
improve existing products and create new ones; Encourages and supports CI interactions with donors for 
expertise, influence, and ongoing product development. 

- Collaborates with Donor Engagement:  Understands the value and impact of donor engagement solutions 
(e.g., volunteerism) on donor retention and loyalty; Communicates and advocates for donor engagement 
solutions; Considers and addresses donor engagement strategies in decision-making and actions. 

- Collaborates with Communications:  Connects with communications to share how the donor would like to 
be recognized; Develops a strategy to build donor reputation in front of the appropriate audience(s). 

- Manages and Grows the Donor Relationship: Delivers on donor expectations; Does what it takes to satisfy 
the donor; Maintains donor relationship after the donation process is completed; Continuously looks for 
new needs and opportunities for that donor and their community. 

 
 
VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT  
 
Description: The RD Pro works to build organizational capacity through volunteer collaboration and to develop high-
impact, meaningful volunteer opportunities that increase revenue, impact, outcomes, and influence.  
 
Attributes & Behaviors:  

- Manages Strategic Volunteer Engagement / Committees: Recruits and staffs volunteer leaders’ 
committees and ensures committee volunteers are trained and engaged in work (i.e., campaign cabinet or 
Tocqueville cabinet); Achieves annual and multi-year revenue and donor engagement goals through 
leveraging  a volunteer development force to open and create peer-to-peer engagement; Provides 
information to MKTG/COMM and other stakeholders to create different types of communications that will 
connect with different types of volunteers. 

- Advocates for Volunteer Involvement: Identifies volunteer opportunities in existing and new community 
impact work; Continuously advocates for volunteer engagement with internal and external stakeholders. 

- Recruits Volunteers: Uses multiple approaches and channels that are aligned with donor and community 
needs and interests to attract and identify prospective individuals and groups of volunteers; Approaches 
prospective volunteers using high-tech and high-touch methods; Assesses volunteers against goal and/or 
project criteria; Selects and notifies volunteers. 

- Prepares Volunteers for Their Roles: Provides written and oral information to volunteers that help them 
understand the goal and their specific role in achieving the goal; Trains volunteers on United Way policies, 
knowledge and skills they will need for the specific goal on which they are working; Answers questions 
needed to best position volunteers to make a specific ask for the organization. Ensures volunteers receive 
an onboarding process around all departments and team members they will work with around the entire 
organization.  

- Manages Volunteer Performance and Impact: Sets and communicates expectations to volunteers through 
clearly stated goals and metrics used to measure the state goals; Follows-up regularly on the status of 
volunteer efforts; Provides performance feedback to volunteers that recognizes their strengths and helps 
them develop in areas in which they have opportunities. 
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ROLE: MAJOR DONORS / MAJOR GIVING  
 
All RD Pros, regardless of role or the position, must possess the preceding competencies.  The afore highlighted 
Resource Development competencies represent the foundation for successful performance for all RD Pros and 
define the knowledge and expertise required for this functional area of United Way work.   
 
In addition to the preceding competencies, there are some behaviors that are required for success, and slightly 
different, for those United Way professionals in a Major Donor/Major Giving role.  These behaviors are different 
within the two of the RD Pro competencies: Effective Fundraising and Strategic Relationship Management.  
 
It is important to acknowledge and recognize that RD professionals in Major Donor / Major Giving roles interact 
with high-net-worth donors, Board Leaders and CEOs, and it is essential that they have the mindset and the ability 
to manage highly strategic relationships to ensure long-term success.  
 
All competencies under Resource Development Functional Competencies are highly relevant for the Resource 
Development professionals in Major Giving / Major Donor roles. The only difference are the Effective Fundraising 
and Strategic Relationship Management in terms of the specific attributes and behaviors. Functional Top-Line 
and the remaining three RD specific – apply to Major Donor / Major Giving roles in its entirety.    
 
 
EFFECTIVE FUNDRAISING 
 
Description: The Major Donor/Major Giving RD Pro is focused on High Net Worth Investors (HNWI) donors and 
is results-driven, with a relentless focus on gaining financial resources to support United Way’s mission and 
community impact strategic objectives. 
 
Attributes & Behaviors:  

- Has extensive fundraising knowledge: Knows all aspects of the fundraising function; Understands 
planned giving vehicles; Monitors and shares information about trends, research and issues regarding 
planned giving; Has thorough knowledge of fundraising techniques, consultative selling approach and 
major gift cultivation and solicitation. 

- Has extensive fundraising experience: Has encountered a wide variety of fundraising situations and 
understands how to apply that experience to major giving situations; Has demonstrated success in 
major gift fundraising or equivalent sales work experience; Has been a leader or mentor to RD or sales 
professionals; Has experience in identifying, cultivating, soliciting, and stewarding major donors. 

- Politically Savvy: Understands “moves management” within organization and cross-functional teams, 
and can identify and guide necessary interactions from specific individuals in order to move a donor 
from a prospect to a committed major donor/investor in United Way; Understands community and 
organizational relationships/politics …  

- Makes strategic decisions: Makes donor decisions in a timely and confident way. Uses evidence-based 
decision-making approaches. Carefully considers alternatives and consequences when making choices. 
Has effective critical thinking skills. Understands and weighs the risks and consequences when making 
decisions; Must be able to assess donor’s interest and accurately convey to cross-functional team to 
create products or investment opportunities that can align donors to the mission and existing 
opportunities, or work with CI to create new products. 

 
 
STRATEGIC RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT  
 
Description: The Major Donor/Major Giving RD Pro develops and maintains strategic relationships that generate 
the financial resources necessary to support United Way’s mission. Builds trust and donor commitment to United 
Way. 
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Attributes & Behaviors:  

- Is Self-Aware: Realistically assesses own strengths and weaknesses; Routinely seeks feedback from 
others on areas of improvement; Openly acknowledges own mistakes and limitations; Takes ownership 
for own development. 

- Understands Others: Identifies prospective donors and learns more about existing donors using a 
variety of sources (e.g., United Way data, social media, direct questions, etc.); Uses data about 
prospects and donors to create a plan for major giving; Asks questions of United Ways’ senior leaders, 
major donors and others to learn more about donor’s interests, motives, and values; Adjusts 
interpersonal style and communication to fit the person or situation with which they are dealing (ability 
to determine right level of engagement and what opportunities … from hands-on in the community to 
strategic planning for United Way via board or other committee work). 

- Inspires Trust:  Keeps promises and commitments; Ensures alignment between words and actions; 
Challenges questionable business practices; Seeks to protect reputation of donor and United Way; Uses 
and encourages others to use resources responsibly; Ability to inspire High Net-Worth Investors  to 
commit to supporting United Way - securing investment in a vision when no specific product exists; 
Creates trust with the donor so they will work together with United Way to create an aligned investment 
opportunity, inviting High Net-Worth Investors to be investors and strategic partners when there is an 
appetite for that type of involvement. 

- Is Socially Confident: Appears comfortable and at ease meeting new people and interacting with others, 
regardless of organizational level, personality or background; Speaks truth to power; Expresses 
confidence and support of others; Involves others in decision-making.  

 
 
ENTREPRENEURIAL AND INNOVATIVE  
Description: The RD Pro creatively seeks new opportunities to generate revenue and other resources that add 
greater value to the organization and the community including the ability to understand and contribute to the 
product development process, able to assess donor’s interest and accurately convey those to cross-functional 
team. 
 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND SALES 
Description: The RD Pro plans, implements, and evaluates business development and sales efforts.  Uses 
multiple methods and various sources of information to identify and approach prospective donors, maintain 
positive relationships with existing donors, and bring organizational resources to bear on achieving donor and 
impact goals. 
 
VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT  
Description: The RD Pro works to build organizational capacity through volunteer collaboration and to develop 
high-impact, meaningful volunteer opportunities that increase revenue, impact, outcomes, and influence.  

 
 

Notes:  
 Major Giving professional must have some knowledge of what Planned Giving vehicles are and how some work, generally, but a major 

gifts professional may not always have this piece in their background depending on the type of experience they have.  
 Moves Manager:  gets a donor from point A to point B - from being a prospect on a specific gift opportunity to making the actual 

commitment to a committed major donor/investor.  
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MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS COMPETENCY MODEL 
 
 
GENERAL MARKETING ACUMEN: NUTS AND BOLTS OF MARKETING 
 
Description: The MKTG/COMM Pro takes a strategic, long-range view, sees the big picture and identifies with the 
wants and needs of United Way’s diverse stakeholders (donors, volunteers, advocates, community partners, news 
media and others). Uses integrated storytelling techniques to tell the United Way story, shares key messages and 
engages and influences key stakeholders in a compelling and influential manner. 
 
Attributes & Behaviors:  

- Employs Strategic Marketing and Promotion: Plans, develops and implements integrated marketing 
strategies, creative designs and marketing efforts, both internally and externally; Translates complex 
community challenges and United Way solutions into relatable and compelling messages, stories, print and 
digital collateral to help connect stakeholders with United Way’s mission and impact. 

- Is Digital, Media and Tech Savvy: Is adept in adopting and integrating new technology and high-tech 
communications tools and tactics; Uses technical savvy and project management skills to optimize web 
page content and user experience, and to promote their United Way’s website; Uses technology to reach 
and educate stakeholders by using social media, texting, email, mobile marketing and other forms of 
communication.   

- Demonstrates Effective Project Management: Assesses priorities, creates and executes timelines, meets 
interim and overall project milestones; Continuously monitors and evaluates outcomes based on goals and 
recalibrates when necessary; Brings people together to successfully execute tasks.  

- Exhibits Curiosity: Is forward thinking with the ability to oversee, anticipate and research changes in the 
environment; Notices changes and trends in the industry; Asks good questions, encourages a culture of 
inquiry.  

- Influences Effectively: Gains others’ support for ideas, proposals, projects and solutions; Accurately 
anticipates the impact and implications of events or decisions for various stakeholders and plans strategy 
accordingly. 

 
 

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT: TAKING IMPACT PRODUCTS TO MARKET  
 

Description: The MKTG/COMM Pro brands and promotes United Way strategy to support the mission by using the 
product management process to frame and package “community-building strategies” into products. Packages 
products to be attractive, appealing and “sellable” to increase engagement and commitment of current and new 
supporters and donors.  

 
Attributes and Behaviors:  

- Supports Brand Positioning: Promotes, protects and stewards the United Way brand and reputation; Drives 
United Way’s global brand strategy to the local market; Develops all marketing and communications 
through our brand strategy lens. 

- Engages in Market Research and Analysis: Secures appropriate qualitative and quantitative research as 
well as other marketplace intelligence to guide marketing strategy development and program 
implementation; Is outward focused, proactive, and identifies important current and future trends in 
business, politics, and nonprofit sector; Synthesizes, analyzes and distills data and uses data to create 
compelling stories. 

- Integrates Ideas and Facilitates Discussion: Listens and translates ideas into creative materials and 
products; Works cross-functionally in an effective manner, aligning diverse perspectives; Facilitates 
effective meetings, conversations, brainstorming and ideations.  

- Exhibits Sales Acumen (taking product to market): Effectively describes the products and its benefits to a 
variety of stakeholders, and makes the case on why they should invest, contribute, or support; Packages 
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and markets products successfully; Creates marketing plans, campaigns and collateral materials for 
product placement and promotion; Tracks the interest and uptake of products, and responds to results and 
trends to recalibrate and adjust sales approach as needed.  

- Is Entrepreneurial and Innovative: Stays abreast of business, industry and market trends and looks for and 
seizes opportunities proactively; Searches for and implements cutting edge, innovative and creative best 
practices to maintain United Way as a premier nonprofit; Is willing to take calculated risks to achieve United 
Way’s business goals. 

 
 
CREATING BRAND EXPERIENCE FOR EVERYONE (Individuals, Donors, Partners)  

 
Description: The MKTG/COMM Pro brings the United Way brand to life and enables everyone who interacts with 
United Way to experience the power of our mission. Recognizes and acts on the needs of external and internal 
customers. Focuses on building sustainable relationships with donors through a brand experience designed to 
create positive sentiment and behavior change – to increase brand commitment. 

 
Attributes and Behaviors:  

- Is Customer Focused: Dedicated to meeting the expectations and requirements of internal and external 
customers; Gets first-hand customer information and uses it to improve products and services; 
Understands what engages and motivates individual donors and partners. 

- Engages Stakeholders: Establishes a year-round communications plan that supports year-round 
engagement, with a goal of increasing giving, advocacy and volunteering; Cultivates individual relationships 
with members of target audiences to tailor “product” offerings; Engages high-net-worth individuals, 
corporations and foundations to understand philanthropic wants/needs, and aligns marketing and 
engagement strategy accordingly.  

- Segments Audiences:  Identifies highest value stakeholder groups, discovers target audience aspirations, 
challenges, goals and objections and tailors engagement and messaging strategies accordingly; Designs 
a strategic approach to product marketing to highlight features and benefits that meet the needs of target 
audiences. 

- Is Credible: Acts in accordance with shared values, follows through on promises, uses ethical 
considerations to guide decisions and actions, treats people fairly and with utmost respect.  

- Demonstrates Cultural Competency:  Highlights how United Way engages and impacts diverse 
communities; Understands the importance of using multicultural images in marketing materials.  

 
 
EFFECTIVE AND ENGAGING COMMUNICATION  

 
Description: The MKTG/COMM Pro is an effective and passionate communicator, articulating the United Way 
message in a way that inspires others to act in service to the organization and the community. Designs, shapes and 
executes a comprehensive, multi-faceted donor and stakeholder plan that supports the organization's strategy and 
objectives, builds relationships with key audiences, and works to position United Way as the leader in community 
impact. 

  
Attributes & Behaviors: 

- Influences Others: Understands the needs, interests, and values of their audience(s); Uses what they know 
about themselves and others to craft and deliver communications that resonates with and inspires others 
to commit and engage with United Way; Considers and effectively prepares the appropriate method, timing 
and venue for delivering information relevant to target audience; Adjust communication style based on 
audience cues, both verbal and non-verbal to persuade and move stakeholders to action; Fosters a sense 
of urgency in achieving goals.  

- Listens Actively: Is an active listener who is open to new ideas and diverse opinions; Asks questions, does 
not assume, strives to understand and connect; Is authentic, genuine and inspires action and commitment. 
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- Tells the Story:  Distills complex information into a simple and compelling message for maximum clarity, 
understanding and impact; Presents work using examples that are relevant to community priorities and 
aspirations, and that resonate with our stakeholders;  

- Communicates Skillfully:  Writes and speaks clearly and concisely; Uses multiple platforms to reach 
diverse audiences; Is an effective public speaker and presenter.  

- Communicates Strategically: Develops and implements a comprehensive, year-round communications 
plan to keep supporters and partners informed and engaged on United Way’s mission and community 
priorities; Is diligent with appropriate follow-up and follow-through communications. 

- Connects to the Audience: Considers the appropriate method, timing and venue for delivering a message 
or information appropriate to target audience; Adjusts communication style to anticipate the audience’s 
needs, watching and responding to nonverbal cues; He/she effectively engages with diverse audiences.   

- Is an Internal Collaborator: Works effectively with RD and CI staff to develop and communicate compelling 
messages; Assesses progress and describes results to collaborating partners and to the larger community 
with authenticity, clarity, transparency, effectiveness and intentionally shares and collaborates with internal 
teams.  

- Initiates and Supports Public Relations: Leverages knowledge of traditional and social media to increase 
understanding of United Way’s impact in the community; Generates year-round media coverage of the 
organization and its activities, by pitching stories using written and visual communications; Builds 
relationships with journalists, identifies opportunities for communication, tailors them to the individual 
media outlet (print, electronic, digital), and tells the story creatively and effectively; Monitors traction and 
success.  

- Crisis Communications: Accurately and rapidly anticipates and mitigates the impact on United Way 
reputation by responding to crises or critical issues. 
 

 
DONOR INFLUENCE 

 
Description: The MKTG/COMM Pro uses data to plan and execute strategic marketing and communications 
activities and materials in support of the development and engagement of donors. Develops and manages 
messaging image and positioning of the United Way brand to donors. Partners strategically with CI and RD 
professionals and others to obtain information relevant to donors and to create and feedback materials and 
products that create a positive sentiment, behavior change and brand commitment among prospective and current 
donors. 

 
Attributes & Behaviors: 

- Understands Donors: Recommends to RD, CI and others the right kind of information needed to best 
understand donors; Suggests or creates strategies for collecting such information; Develops key 
segmentation models and other models used for targeted marketing and media mix optimization; Performs 
in-depth analysis and reporting of multi-channel marketing and promotional campaigns and programs to 
optimize their performance. 

- Connects Donors with Mission: Writes or edits others’ writing of compelling stories about the results of 
community impact products or solutions; Translates community needs into stories or reports that CI and 
RD can use for sales and donor engagement; Provides data and strategies for RD, CI, and others to use in 
their efforts to attract and engage donors. 

- Supports RD-Donor Relationship: Participates in campaign and donor engagement by presenting and 
going on donor visits with RD professionals; Asks for feedback from donors about how to improve 
marketing and communication efforts; Provides new and innovative ideas to RD for improved donor 
communication and engagement; Works with RD to identify and understand donor benefits of specific 
community impact solutions; Helps RD understand requirements of specific community impact solutions 
so they can provide better/more accurate information to donors.    

- Creates and Revises Donor Materials:  Designs, develops and writes collateral materials for volunteer 
recruitment, training, and other volunteer functions; Provides leadership in exploring new, innovative 
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opportunities for print, social media and web design for volunteers; Collaborates with CI, RD, and others to 
improve the user-experience for prospective and current volunteers on the organization’s website. 

- Communicates Donor Event Information:  Participates in planning meetings for donor-related activities and 
events; Recommends marketing and communication strategies and materials for events; Designs and 
creates engaging materials that are necessary for donor activities and events. 

 
 
VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT  
 
Description: The MKTG/COMM Pro creates a brand experience that attracts, engages, and retains volunteers.  
Brings the United Way brand to life so that prospective and current volunteers experience the power of the United 
Way mission. Is attentive and responsive to the needs of volunteers. Partners strategically with CI and RD 
professionals and others to obtain information relevant to volunteers and to create and feedback materials and 
products that create a positive sentiment, behavior change and brand commitment among prospective and 
current volunteers. 
 
Attributes & Behaviors:  

- Serves Volunteers: Manages relationships with vendors, CI, RD, volunteers, and other key stakeholders to 
ensure quality of volunteer-related printed materials, photo and video materials, written copy and other 
pieces; Works with RD, CI and others to develop a comprehensive, year-round marketing and 
communications plan that includes volunteer activities and events; Participates in strategic planning of 
volunteer-related activities including project management, setting deadlines, and measuring effectiveness 
of marketing and communication efforts. 

- Creates and Revises Volunteer Materials:  Designs, develops and writes collateral materials for volunteer 
recruitment, training, and other volunteer functions; Provides leadership in exploring new, innovative 
opportunities for print, social media and web design for volunteers; Collaborates with CI, RD, and others to 
improve the user-experience for prospective and current volunteers on the organization’s website. 

- Communicates Volunteer Event Information:  Participates in planning meetings for volunteer-related 
activities and events; Recommends marketing and communication strategies and materials for events; 
Designs and creates engaging materials that are necessary for volunteer activities and events. 

- Recruits and Engages Volunteers: Creates media-related materials highlighting volunteer opportunities 
and efforts for use inside and outside the organization; Works with the Leadership Team, RD and others to 
develop and implement advertising and public awareness that attracts and engages volunteers. 
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HOW TO IMPLEMENT COMPETENCY MODELS IN AN ORGANIZATION  
 
 
Customizing Competencies for Your United Way  
 
You need to customize any off-the-shelf competency model to reflect the unique needs of your organization. Project 
teams and subject matter experts must work to select competencies from the model that are critical to the success 
of the organization.  
 
 
Defining Competency Performance Levels 
 
An important piece of the competency model process is defining various levels of proficiency in evaluating United 
Way professionals on each competency.  The competency model itself is a great start to introducing the 
organization to what skills and qualities are needed to be effective in different jobs.  At some point, however, the 
question comes up about how do we know if someone is strong, average, or below average in a competency.   
 
Early in the competency model implementation process, organizations may allow each department or hiring 
manager to make their own judgements about this issue.  This strategy, however, is not effective long-term because 
it allows for inconsistencies in the evaluation of talent across the organization, which diminishes the impact of the 
competency model on organizational effectiveness.   
 
Along with working on incorporating the competencies into existing talent management practices and programs, it 
is important to focus on defining different levels of performance within each competency for different jobs or job 
areas. The best job-competency models come with preset standards developed over the years by working with 
client companies. The typical definitions for a five-level proficiency schema are as follows:  
 

1 - Level One: Not Competent 
Shows lack of ability to perform and does not display the competency required for the position, role and the level.  
   
2 - Level Two: Basic Understanding  
This indicates a cognitive grasp of the competency in question (i.e., an intellectual or academic understanding 
of it). It specifically does not imply an ability or requirement for hands-on use of the competency. Therefore, 
proficiency descriptors at this level do not necessarily reflect observable behavior in their wording.  
 
3 - Level Three: Working Experience  
This indicates hands-on use of the competency, but to a limited degree—that is, within one’s own unit, on a single 
platform or environment, in a simple process or application.  
 
4 - Level Four: Extensive Experience  
This indicates full mastery of the competency and the ability to use it in multiple platforms or heterogeneous 
environments, on complex applications and in other ways—or a track record of having done so.  
 
5 - Level Five: Subject Matter Depth and Breadth  
This indicates expert status in the competency—guru status, if you will. The distinguishing notes here are 
recognition as a go-to expert inside the organization. This is a person who monitors the industry, profession or 
specialty to ensure one’s organization stays reasonably current on new developments, trends and best practices. 
This person might also monitor the regulatory environment or address it with senior management issues relative 
to the competency. For technical competencies, this person reinterprets the meaning or applicability of the 
competency from an organization’s business perspective. Few individuals in an organization need to achieve 
Level Five in a given competency to fully meet the requirements of their job. 
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Integrating Competency Models in HR and Talent Management Practices and Systems 
 
 
To successfully execute strategy, it is critical to build HR / 
Talent support systems that enable the organization to:  
 

- Assess the competencies of current employees 
- Fill positions with people possessing the right 

competencies  
- Provide training and development experiences that 

build the key competencies  
- Reward employees who meet job goals and develop 

competencies  
 
 
Tips for Implementing Competency Models (Source: 
MindTools.com) 
  

1. Link to business objectives: Make connections 
between individual competencies and 
organizational goals as much as possible. 

2. Reward the competencies: Check that your policies and practices support and reward the competencies. 
3. Provide coaching and training: Make sure there’s adequate coaching and training available. People need 

to know that their efforts related to implementing the competences for themselves and others will be 
supported. 

4. Keep it simple: Keep the competency model as simple as possible.  You want the document to be used, 
not filed away and forgotten. 

5. Communication: Most importantly, treat the competency model implementation as you would any other 
change initiative.  The more open and honest you are throughout the process, the better the end results – 
and the better the chances of the project achieving organizational objectives. 

 
The competency model(s) are tools for ensuring that organizational objectives are met within each United Way.  
The goal of implementing competency models is to give employees the behaviors they will need to have to complete 
their job duties.  The following process can help you implement competency model(s) most effectively. 
 

 
 

1. Prioritize Competency Model Alignment Efforts:  Based on data and experience, identify aspects of the 
talent management process that you think you do well and those that you think need to be improved.  No 
organization has unlimited resources so it is impossible to implement competencies in all talent 
management functions at the same time.  Some organizations focus on applying competency models to 
new employees and, therefore, start with their recruiting and hiring processes.  Other organizations focus 
on applying competency models to current employees and, therefore, start with assessing, evaluating, 

Prioritize CM 
Alignment Efforts

Obtain Feedback 
on Alignment 

Efforts
Create Alignment 

Efforts
Implement 

Alignment Efforts
Monitor and 

Evaluate 
Alignment Efforts

Job 
Competency

Job 
Description

Compensation, 
Rewards & 

Recognition

Recruiting, 
Selection and 
Onboarding

Performance 
Evaluation

Training & 
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Promotion & 
Succession
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training and/or coaching existing employees.  Still other organizations may do some of both.  There’s no 
right answer.  The key is to just pick an approach to begin the implementation process. 
 

2. Obtain Employee Feedback on Alignment Efforts:  Involve employees from all levels and locations in the 
organization’s move toward alignment.  A cross- section of employees needs to be involved in this process 
for two reasons.  First, the organization benefits from different people’s expertise and perspective on 
specific alignment issues and priorities.  A second reason to involve employees early in the alignment 
process is to ensure maximum buy-in on changes that will occur in talent management practices.  
Employee feedback is needed in a variety of areas including: 

a. Which competencies are included in which talent management functions (e.g., recruiting, hiring, 
training, etc.)?  Which competencies are not? 

b. What needs to be done in each talent management function to make sure that relevant 
competencies are included? 

c. Who is affected and who needs to be involved at different points in the alignment process? 
d. How will alignment efforts and outcomes be measured and evaluated? 
e. Which aspects of the organization make alignment easy and what challenges exist to alignment?  

How can challenges be overcome?  
 

3. Create Alignment Efforts:  Create new talent management initiatives and revise current talent management 
programs consistent with feedback from employees. Employees from diverse departments need to be 
involve in this effort as well.  Human Resources or organizational leaders should not be solely responsible 
for creating or revising talent management practices or programs.  The entire organization benefits from 
aligning all talent management functions with the competencies so representatives from all aspects of the 
organization need to be involved in creating different alignment initiatives.  Tips for doing this include 
creating committees within different locations that focus on this effort – making changes to all talent 
management functions within their organization.  Or, some organizations have different locations focus on 
a specific function (e.g., recruiting, hiring, training, etc.) and then share their changes with others across 
the organization.  Again, there is no right or wrong way to do this.  The point is to pick a way to proceed that 
makes the most sense given organizational resources (e.g., time, money, people, etc.). 
 

4. Implement Alignment Efforts:  If steps 1-3 have been effectively executed within your United Way, 
implementation of aligned talent management practices and programs should be relatively easy.  It is 
recommended that implementation of various alignment efforts be staggered over time.  Avoid the urge of 
trying to do too much all at once it can create unnecessary challenges to an already challenging process. 
It is also recommended that new initiatives be tested and refined with selected employees in different 
departments before implementing changes across the entire organization.  One might consider starting 
with one job or a small number of jobs before applying the new program or change to all jobs.  Staggered 
scheduling and pilot testing helps to ensure that new processes and programs can be monitored and 
evaluated more effectively. 
 

5. Monitor and Evaluate Alignment Efforts:  Effective alignment is not a single event but rather an ongoing 
process.  New talent management programs or changes need to be monitored and evaluated on a regular 
basis.  Program changes need to then be made based on that evaluation.  Prior to implementing changes 
or needed programs, evaluation measures need to be defined and developed.  Examples of such measures 
might be feedback on the ease of the process, the quality of people hired or promoted as a result of the 
new process, and the quality of talent management decisions made using the change or new process.  It 
is highly recommended that, if available, objective data be incorporated into the evaluation of changes.  
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EXAMPLE: “How To” Guidance and a Process for Aligning/Integrating Competency 
Models into Organizational HR and Talent Management Practices 

 
 
Example based on the Resource Development Competency:  Strategic Relationship Management (SRM) 

 
Function Change 

 
Recruiting Identify employees who are strong in SRM, find out where they came from and target those 

sources for recruitment; ask them to identify new applicants and/or sources of applicants 
who are strong in SRM. 
 

Hiring Ask questions in the interview process related to SRM such as:   
 
1. Tell me about a time when you started a new job.  How did you go about building 

relationships with people both inside and outside the organization?   
2. Tell me about the longest work relationship you’ve ever had with someone.  How long was 

it?  How did you create and maintain that relationship over time?  Why did that relationship 
last so long? 

3. Tell me about a time that you persuaded someone at work to do something they didn’t 
want to do.  What was the situation?  How did you approach the challenge?  What 
specifically did you do?  What was the result?  What did you learn? 

4. Tell me about things you’ve done in the past to be visible yourself and/or to increase the 
visibility of your team or your organization.  Why did you do this? 

5. Tell me about a time that you adjusted or adapted your normal approach in dealing with 
a new or different person or group?  What did you do and why? 

 
You might also consider including some form of assessment/test that provides information 
on social relationship skills (e.g., extroversion, social confidence, etc.). 
 

Onboarding Competencies help define performance expectations for employees.  Communicate 
competencies to new hires, both in orientation and in one-on-one discussions during first 90 
days.  Let new hires know how the competencies support the organization’s mission and 
objectives and let them know that they will be assessed and evaluated on the competencies 
during the first few weeks or months on the job. 
 

Training Make sure you have training opportunities for employees that are related to each competency, 
including SRM.  Training opportunities can include on-the-job development, classroom 
training within the organization or from an external source, online training, and coaching. 
 

Performance 
Evaluation 

Incorporate competency models in the performance management process.  Performance 
evaluation forms should include competencies related to the job for which an employee is 
being evaluated. With respect to SRM, measures of effective strategic relationships 
management performance might include the extent to which the RD Pro meets or exceeds 
year-round donor engagement and retention goals; number of contacts, by donor, each year; 
number of times donor contacts employee either for help and/or for making a donation; 
number of times the organization receives feedback about an employee from donors, 
including positive and negative feedback; number of donors who donate repeatedly over time, 
the overall amount of donations for the employee, and number of presentations in the 
community. 

Recognition and 
Rewards 

Make sure employees receive financial and non-financial recognition and rewards that are 
linked to the competency model(s).  For example, employees who have stronger or better 
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knowledge, skills, and abilities related to the SRM competency should be compensated more 
than those who are weaker relative to SRM, assuming all others thing are equal.  Those 
employees ought to be considered for promotion more than the weaker performers.   
 
High performing employees, relative to SRM and other competencies, ought to receive more 
non-financial benefits than those who are weaker performers.  Non-financial benefits include 
personal and positive feedback from manager, positive recognition within their team and the 
organization, leadership opportunities, and training opportunities. 

Workforce Planning Workforce planning focuses on: 
1. Understanding trends that will impact communities, donors, products, services, etc. 
2. Developing individual and team work plans that align with department goals and 

organization-wide strategies 
3. Understanding how changes will impact job requirements, internal activities, and costs 
4. Understanding labor-market demographics, workforce readiness, training needs and 

talent resources 
5. Hiring, recruitment plans processes, orientation and onboarding plans. 
 
Consider where the organization is now compared to where it needs to be in the future.  What 
competencies are needed in the future that the organization does not have now? With respect 
to SRM, creating and sustaining positive relationships with others has always been an 
important aspect of performance for the employee.   
 
Now, because of several external factors, United Way employees must go beyond this by 
being more strategic in their approach to relationship building.  They must see relationship 
building as an ongoing and long-term priority.  They must also be better at using new actions 
and technology to identify and reach out to prospective donors and monitor and connect with 
existing donors in new and different ways on a regular basis. 
 

Succession Planning Succession planning includes aspects of Workforce Planning but it also requires: 
1. Identifying anticipated vacancies and backup resources for management and leadership 
2. Redefining management profiles to include competencies, success criteria and behavior 

traits 
3. Accurately assessing the readiness of senior and mid-level leaders to assume greater 

responsibilities and for investment in emerging leaders 
4. Developing training, professional development, and mentoring opportunities to prepare 

high-potential leaders for more responsibility and to invest in development of emerging 
leaders 

 
SRM, along with other competencies, need to be considered for all employees in this process.  
Senior and mid-level leaders need to be assessed for their current performance in SRM and/or 
other competencies relative to the level of performance they will need at high levels in the 
organization.  Emerging leaders need to be provided with training, mentoring, or coaching to 
help them improve their SRM skills for new opportunities moving forward. 
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COMPETENCY-BASED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS PORTFOLIO 
 
 
UNITED WAY SENIOR LEADERSHIP ROLES ANY FUNCTION: C-SUITE, SVP, VP  
 
 
TALENT MANAGEMENT 

- Tell me about someone you recognized as having high potential and groomed for advancement. Why did 
you choose that individual? What did you do to help prepare this person for bigger roles?  

- Tell me about a training or development experience that helped shape your perspective as a leader? 
- How do you give feedback? How do you receive feedback? Provide examples. 
- Tell me about someone who was inspired by something you said or did, and went on to achieve something 

important. 
- Give me an example of when you persuaded a colleague or team member to change his or her approach. 

How did you do it? 
 
BUSINESS ACUMEN 

- What is the most important learning you have taken from your time in business? Who taught it? How have 
you applied it? 

- What is the best business model you have seen or worked under, and why? 
- Based on what you know about our United Way and the community it serves, describe a strategy we might 

consider for increasing the resources and capacity needed to carry out and promote our mission. 
- Tell me about a business book or article that has influenced how you manage in the workplace. Did you 

implement anything from the article to enhance your management style? 
- What have you done to drive revenue with your current employer?  

 
OPERATIONAL PLANNING & EXECUTION 

- Tell me about a time you had to coordinate with another team to successfully execute a major project. 
What did you personally bring to the table that enabled that success to happen? What would you do 
differently? 

- Hypothetical exercise: You’ve been asked to stage a public event that will draw attention to, and raise 
money for, a United Way initiative to advance early reading literacy. How would you go about doing this? 
What are some key elements of the plan? 

- How do you handle taking on a large workload? How do you prioritize the most important items to ensure 
that no ball is dropped? 

- Are you more of a team player, or do you like to execute projects individually? Give examples. 
 
OUTWARD TURNING 

- How do you go about establishing a relationship with a community partner or stakeholder? 
- Tell me about a time you had to make a presentation in front of others – the first one that comes to mind. 

What went well? What did you learn from the experience? 
- What is your town’s strategy for economic development? Do you agree with it? How can/will you assist the 

town in accomplishing it? 
- How do you see our United Way fitting in and helping this community with one of its key social issues? How 

would you suggest we get started? 
 
Diversity, Inclusion and Equity  

- Describe your understanding of diversity [inclusion] and why it is important to this position.  
- What is your definition of diversity and inclusion, how or why do you think diversity is important?  
- What does it mean for you to have a commitment to diversity? How have you demonstrated that 

commitment, and how would you see yourself demonstrating it here?  
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FUNCTIONAL COMPETENCIES  
 
 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: TOP–LINE COMPETENCIES  
Across functions, regardless of functional role: “how we do the work” in a dynamic, cross-functional, matrix 
organization  
 
DRIVE FOR STAKEHOLDER SUCCESS 
Attributes & Behaviors:  Has a Business Mindset; Shares Accountability for Revenue and Community Impact; Manages 
Data; Manages Projects and Shared Goals Management; Aligns Resources and Competing Priorities.  
 

- Give me an example of when your work and thinking spanned across all functions to increase revenue. 
What was your approach? What was the result? 

- Tell me about a time when you successfully represented your community impact work as an investment to 
donors who have never heard about what United Way does.  

- Can you identify a situation where you received some customer feedback that made you re-think the way 
you or your team was working? What changes did you make? How successful was the outcome? 

- Describe a time when you asked for feedback from an internal or external customer. Why did you do it, what 
was the response, and what did you do with the information? 

- Tell me about a time when you had to change your strategy to meet changing conditions in the environment. 
Tell me about a strategic plan you developed and how it supported organizational goals. 

- Describe a decision you had to make that had a significant financial impact on the organization. How did 
you go about it? 

- Describe a time that you were responsible for the budget of an assigned project and, despite your best 
efforts, you went over the time frame to complete the job and ran over budget.  What happened? 

- Describe a situation that required you to do a number of things at the same time.  How did you handle it?  
What was the result? 

- Give me an example of an important goal which you have set and tell me how you reached it.  What steps 
did you take?  What obstacles did you encounter?  How did you overcome the obstacles? Tell me about a 
goal that you set that you did not reach.   

 
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION 
Attributes & Behaviors:  Influencing Others; Listens Actively; Tells the Story; Communicates Skillfully; Communicates 
Strategically; Collaborates Internally. 
 

- Describe a time when you had a particular vision for your department / team and you had to gain someone’s 
agreement with or commitment to that idea. How did you approach the situation and what were the results? 

- Tell me about a recent successful experience in making a speech or presentation?  How did you prepare?  
What obstacles did you face?  How did you handle them? 

- Have you ever had to “sell” an idea to your board (boss, colleague, etc.)?  How did you do it?  Did they accept 
your idea? Why (yes or no)? 

- Give me an example of a time when you were able to successfully communicate with another person even 
when that individual may not have personally liked you (or vice versa).  How did you handle the situation?  
What obstacles or difficulties did you face?  How did you deal with them? 

- Tell me about a time in which you had to use your written communication skills in order to get an important 
point across. 

- What actions have you taken in the past to ensure that your communication style successfully moved your 
stakeholders to action? 

- Tell me about a time when you had to communicate something to a diverse group of stakeholders.  How 
did you prepare for this communication to ensure a good result?  

- Share a time when you were required to collaborate across functions to deliver a message. What was your 
approach?  What challenges did you face? 
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ADAPTABILITY AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT 
Attributes & Behaviors: Manages Ambiguity; Exhibits Constructive and Realistic Optimism; Manages Change; 
Demonstrates Resilience; Demonstrates Flexibility.  
 

- Give me an example of a time when you had to take action or make a decision without the usual approval. 
What factors did you consider in making your decision and what were the risks? 

- Tell me about an opportunity that presented itself to you but you were reluctant to take the risk. What did 
you decide to do? 

- Describe a time when you had to work within a great deal of change.  How did you manage this personally? 
What conversations did you have with others to ensure transparency and promote stability? 

- How do you stay current with what is happening in your field? Give one or more examples of the most 
effective and least effective approaches. 

- What are some innovative ways you have managed through a significant change?  
- How do you lead by example and demonstrate to your team that you are flexible, and willing to step out of 

your comfort zone? 
- On a scale of one to 10, where “one” is “very optimistic” and “10” is “very pessimistic,” where do you think 

most colleagues generally would put you? Why? 
- What is the most challenging change that you've managed? 
- Can you tell me about the last change you managed that failed? What did you learn from the failure? What 

steps did you take, if any, to recover and get back on track? 
- Tell me about a time you were asked to do something significant outside the core responsibilities of your 

job. Were you comfortable with the assignment? How did you approach the task? 
- What change management processes have you used in the past (e.g. what steps did you use to manage 

change)? 
 
 
CROSS-FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY AND COLLABORATION 
Attributes & Behaviors:  Is Team Oriented; Collaborates Across Teams; Connects the Dots; Encourages Diversity & 
Inclusion; Is Knowledgeable about Internal and External Trends; Demonstrates Strategic Perspective.  
 

- Tell me about a project that you lead that required you to collaborate across functions.  How did you ensure 
that all parties were engaged in the process? 

- Tell me about a project or goal you had that required you to mobilize others in order to accomplish or 
achieve it. How did you go about it? 

- Tell me about a decision you made that negatively affected another person or department. What did you 
do? 

- Tell me about a time you were new to a company or work group. What steps did you take to build trust with 
co-workers and/or staff? 

- Describe a situation where others you were working with on a project disagreed with your ideas.  What did 
you do? 

- Tell me about a time when you worked with a colleague who was not doing their share of the work.  How 
did you handle it? 

- Describe a situation in which you had to arrive at a compromise or help others to compromise.  What was 
your role?  What steps did you take?  What was the result? 

- Tell me about a time when you had to work on a team that did not get along.  What happened?  What role 
did you take?  What was the result? 

- What is one project you have led or played a role in where you had to work with cross-functional team 
members who were not aligned? Give me specific example on what was your role, describe the team, the 
challenge and the outcome.  

- What is the best diversity training you have either attended or led? What is one action item you took back, 
and implemented? 
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: COMMUNITY IMPACT PROFESSIONALS 
 
 
STRATEGIC COMMUNITY COLLABORATION 
Attributes & Behaviors: Facilitates Community Conversations; Creates Strategic Partnerships; Implements Shared 
Initiatives; Manages Conflict Effectively; Is Culturally Astute. 
 

- What, in your opinion, are the key ingredients in guiding and maintaining successful business relationships?  
Give me examples of how you have made these work for you. 

- Tell me about your biggest success in creating, or engaging in, an effective business partnership with an 
external organization or entity. What challenges did you have to overcome? What did you personally bring 
to the table that helped create a successful outcome? 

- Give us an example of the biggest group you have facilitated a conversation with? What were lessons 
learned? Anything you would change next time? 

- What is a question about your community to which you always wanted to know the answer – and went and 
found it? What is an important question still unresolved in your mind?  

- How do you work within a group to come to a consensus? Do you sit back, and let others lead and step in 
when prompted?  Or do you help the group come up with a shared vision by engaging from the beginning? 

- Tell me about an important community contact you possess. Why is this individual important? How have 
you worked with this person in your current role, and how did having this contact benefit you?  

- How do you handle conflict when it arises one on one, or when it arises in a group? Please give examples. 
- Thinking of the words “diversity & inclusion,” tell me the first anecdote that comes to mind relating to your 

work in the community. 
- Tell me in your own words what is diversity, what is inclusion, what is equity?  
- Give an example of when you had to work with someone who was difficult to get along with.  How/why was 

this person difficult?  How did you handle it?  How did the relationship progress? 
- Describe a situation where you found yourself dealing with someone who didn’t like you.  How did you 

handle it? 
- Describe a recent unpopular decision you made.  How was it received?  How did you handle it? 
- Describe a situation where you had a conflict with another individual, and how you dealt with it.   What was 

the outcome?  How did you feel about it? 
 

DEEP COMMUNITY EXPERTISE 
Attributes & Behaviors: Gathers Data; Interprets Data; Thinks Critically; Develops Solutions; Shares Knowledge and 
Resources; Writes Grant Proposals. 
 

- What is an example of the biggest data research projects you have managed or worked on? What were 
some of the tactics you used around gathering data?  

- What is one story you keep in your pocket when someone asks you the question what do you do? How do 
you convey excitement but at the same time engage them? 

- When you are interpreting data for project or presentation, how do you go about explaining the data to 
report out to those who are not as deep into the data as you?  

- What do you regard as your greatest strength as a communicator? Give me an example of how you have 
used that strength for the benefit of your organization. 

- Give me an example of someone you believe is a highly effective communicator. What qualities does this 
individual possess? 

- Tell me about an important presentation you had to make – the first one that comes to mind. Was it 
successful? What made it so? What did you learn from the experience? 

- What is the biggest grant you have written a proposal for, and what if any outline did you follow? 
- Tell me about your recent writing project. What it entailed, what steps did you take to make sure the content 

was right?  
- How would you rate your writing skills in comparison with your verbal skills?  
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION 
Attributes & Behaviors: Develops Strategy; Defines New and Innovative Products; Exercises Financial Acumen; 
Connects with Fundraising; Promotes Products; Implements and Manages Projects. 
 

- How do you decide what product to develop? Describe the process, ways you work with others, ways you 
secure support.  

- Tell me about a product you have developed or were a part of the team that developed. Was it successful? 
Why? How did you work to develop it? Who was involved? What is the result?  

- Give me an example of when you've been asked to produce cost or income projections/estimates for a 
project or activity. What were the projections for? What information did you use? How did you present the 
data? What was the outcome? 

- Describe a time when you've come up with an initiative which had significant competitive advantage. What 
did you do? What was the impact on the business? 

- Tell me about a time when you were called on to make a difficult decision at work. What process did you 
use? Were you satisfied with the outcome? What did you learn? 

- Have you ever developed a strategic plan for your organization or department or a team? What role did you 
play, and once developed how did you use that plan? 

- On average, how much problem solving do you tend to do in your current role, and what are steps you take 
when solving the issues that arise? 

- Give an example of how something (e.g., a project) did not go as planned. What was the situation? What 
were your actions and the outcome? 

 
DONOR INFLUENCE 
Attributes & Behaviors: Understands Donors; Connects Donors with Mission; Visit Donors; Focuses on Donors. 
 

- Tell me about the experience you have in working and interacting with donors.  
- Give us an example of a process you have used for engaging donors around a mission. 
- How would you get a donor to connect to the mission? 
- How many donor visits do you do in a year? What are the steps you take to prepare? Give us an example 

what the visit with the donor would look like.  
- Tell me about a time you were successful in acquiring resources for an important project or a task. What 

strategy did you employ? What was the key to a successful outcome? 
- Tell us about your experience around engaging or supporting the donors.   

 
VOLUNTEER ENGAGMENT 
Attributes & Behaviors: Plans for Strategic Volunteer Engagement; Advocates for Volunteer Involvement; Attracts 
Volunteers; Prepares Volunteers for Their Roles; Manages Volunteer Performance and Impact. 
 

- Give us examples of ways you have managed volunteers’ performance and impact within an organization. 
- Give us an example of a plan to engage different volunteers around organizational strategy. 
- Give us an example of a time where you had to advocate for volunteer to be involved in something. What 

did you do to strengthen your argument? 
- Describe a time you dealt with an argument between volunteers.  
- Recall an instance in your time as a volunteer when you found it difficult to stay motivated. What did you 

do? What could you have done differently? 
- Describe a volunteer engagement project you coordinated successfully.  
- How would you encourage diversity among volunteers?  
- How would you promote the recognition of volunteers’ work in the community?  
- Imagine one of the most committed volunteers tells you they want to quit. What do you say?  
- You will have to work with people who do not receive any compensation for what they do. How do you 

motivate and reward them?  
- If you did not have enough volunteers, would you take any person who applied? What would it take to refuse 

a volunteer? 
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ADVOCACY & PUBLIC POLICY 
Attributes & Behaviors: Has an Advocacy Mindset; Plans, Executes, and Evaluates Advocacy Efforts; Advocates for 
Partners and Stakeholders in the Community; Advocates for Communities and Stakeholders in Society, and Politics. 
 

- Share an example of a time when you successfully handled a situation. 
- Have you ever had to advocate or promote public policy that you disagreed with? If so, how did you handle 

that situation? Was it successful?  
- What is the key to success when communicating with partners or our stakeholders around a specific 

program, or event? 
- Tell me about a time that you have had to communicate with widely disparate partners. How did you adapt 

your communication style and content delivery? 
- What are some bipartisan or nonpartisan successes that you have led?  
- Please give examples of how you evaluate how well an event did. What are the pieces you look at 

specifically from execution to closing? 
- How do you measure success in public policy or advocacy? 
- Tell me about a time that you were successful in public policy and/or advocacy. Who was involved? How 

did you measure that success? What pitfalls did you avoid (successfully or not)? What would even greater 
success have looked like? 

- How do you communicate with a partner or stakeholder to ensure they know they have your support?  What 
kinds of documents or publications have you produced to communicate to stakeholders?  

- What types of communications have you created? E.g., legislative brief, press release, social media, web 
page, print mail,….  

- What is the one item you are most proud of that might not have seen the light of day?  
- What areas of policy or advocacy would you consider your strongest? Weakest? And/or most passionate 

about? 
- Tell us about a time that you had to speak to a policy area that was not your area of expertise. 
- How do you mitigate risk in legislative efforts?  
- Tell us about a time that you created coalitions to support/oppose specific issues.  
- How have you coordinated the efforts of multiple organizations?  
- Tell us about a time that you had to support multiple leaders to speak to an issue.  
- What do you find to be the most effective when supporting leaders?  
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT PROFESSIONALS 
 
 
EFFECTIVE FUNDRAISING 
Attributes & Behaviors: Generates Revenue Through Appropriate Asks; Is Ambitious and Focused on Winning; 
Manages Prospects; Persuades and Influences Donors; Uses Digital Technology. 
 

- What would your current or most recent boss say was your strongest contribution to driving the 
organization’s income/revenue?  

- Give us an example of an “ask” you have recently made. How did you prepare to do this, and what was the 
outcome? 

- How large of an “ask” have you made to a donor, and what were the steps, from beginning to end, that you 
took to prepare?  

- Tell me about a time you were able to turn a “no” into a “yes.” What was the key factor in the turnaround 
and what was the impact? 

- How do you track and manage prospect donors? In one year how many prospect donors have you been 
able to turn them into donors to your organization? 

- In the last cycle at your current or previous employer, were you successful at meeting your revenue increase 
goals?  If yes, what were the key factors in your success? If no, what were the key challenges and what 
steps did you take to try to improve, and meet them? 

- Explain your outcome and your approach to driving toward a revenue goal. 
 
STRATEGIC RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT 
Attributes & Behaviors: Creates Win-Win Relationships; Builds Donor Loyalty and Retention; Maximizes Lifetime Donor 
Value; Is Culturally Astute; Is Visible with Donors and Community Leaders; Engages Donor Segments Appropriately.  
 

- How do you create relationships with external business partners that you have never met before? What 
specific things did you do to cultivate the relationship? 

- Tell me about a time you helped someone else achieve his/her goals. How did you coach them? 
- What steps do you take, on a monthly basis, to expand your network of business contacts – the kind of 

contacts that could lead to more revenue for your organization? 
- Give me your definition of “consultative selling” and an example from your own experience. 
- Have you been able to build relationships across different demographic/cultural groups in the community? 

Give an example. 
- How do you work with a donor to engage them into building a planned giving model for themselves? 
- Give an example of when you had to work with someone who was difficult to get along with.  How/why was 

this person difficult?  How did you handle it?  How did the relationship progress? 
- Describe a situation where you found yourself dealing with someone who didn’t like you.  How did you 

handle it? 
- Describe a recent unpopular decision you made.  How was it received?  How did you handle it? 
- Describe a situation where you had a conflict with another individual, and how you dealt with it.   What was 

the outcome?  How did you feel about it? 
- How do you go about relationship selling? How would you handle an objection?  How would you handle 

rejection?  
- What is more important to you: maintaining clients or growing the business? 

 
ENTREPRENEURIAL AND INNOVATIVE 
Attributes & Behaviors: Exhibits Business Acumen; Focuses on Continuous Improvement; Takes Calculated Risks; 
Stewards Donors; Takes Initiative. 
 

- How are you able to utilize your knowledge about the company and present various cases that are attractive 
to potential donors and community stakeholders of the company? 
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- Share with us how you ensure you are always focused on how you can improve areas within a department, 
or working on a project? 

- What’s your attitude around taking calculated risks? Share some processes you go through before taking 
the risk?  

- Tell us about a time you had to steward a group of donors around a new business plan or giving model, 
please provide specific examples. 

- Give me an example of a business book or article you read that has influenced your work. 
- Tell me about a time you took a gamble at work that brought positive results for your organization. 
- If “innovation” is defined as “something new, useful and valuable,” tell me about a product or process you’ve 

created, or helped create, that fits that description. 
- Based on what you know about our agency, what is a new approach or initiative you might recommend that 

could positively impact our bottom line? 
- When was the last time you thought “outside the box” and how did you do it?  Why? 
- Tell me about a problem that you’ve solved in a unique or unusual way.  What was the outcome?  Were you 

happy or satisfied with it? 
- Give me an example of when someone brought you a new idea that was odd or unusual.  What did you do? 
- Describe a project or idea (not necessarily your own) that was implemented primarily because of your 

efforts.  What was your role?  What was the outcome? 
- Tell me about a project you initiated.  What did you do?  Why?  What was the outcome?  Were you happy 

with the result? 
- Tell me about a time when your initiative caused a change to occur. 
- What was the best idea you came up with during your professional career?  How did you apply it? 

 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND SALES 
Attributes & Behaviors: Manages Data, Analytics and Research; Develops a Plan; Builds Donor Desire; Presents to the 
Donor; Collaborates with Community Impact; Collaborates with Donor Engagement; Collaborates with 
Communications; Manages and Grows the Donor Relationship. 
 

- Give an example of a time when you had to sell an unpopular idea to someone. 
- Pretend I'm a prospect. Describe our product or service to me? 
- Why do you want to sell this product or service? 
- How do you go about selling unpopular ideas to people?  
- Tell me about the most difficult sales call you ever had to handle. 
- Why do you think you’re good at sales? 
- Name a time that you lost a client and why? 
- How would you get to understand and cater to a prospect’s specific needs? 
- What do you know about United Way? What are some words or phrases you think would resonate with our 

target customer? 
- Where would you research a prospect before you reach out? 
- What types of people do you find it difficult to get on with? 
- What have you done to improve your knowledge in the last year? 
- Tell me about a difficult sale and how you handled it. How could you have prevented the problem from 

arising? 
- How do you manage the data, analytics and research, to ensure pulled reports are accurate?  
- Tell us how you will work with Community Impact to develop a plan for a donor to help build their giving 

desire. 
- Give examples of how you can collaborate across functions when making a presentation to ensure donor 

engagement is put at the forefront?  
- Please tell us how you manage and grow your donor base year or year in order to grow revenue. 
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VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT 
Attributes & Behaviors: Manages Strategic Volunteer Engagement/Committees; Advocates for Volunteer 
Involvement; Recruits Volunteers; Prepares Volunteers for Their Roles; Manages Volunteer Performance and Impact;  
 

- Tell us about a time when you managed a volunteer committee around a strategic project. 
- How do you ensure volunteers are in the right seats when their input is key? 
- What steps do you take when recruiting to ensure you have the right volunteers for the project they are 

needed to support?  
- How do you take the time to ensure volunteers are prepared for the roles they will assume within the 

organization? What materials do you prepare? What performance metrics do you layout? 
- How do you follow up with volunteers to ensure they are meeting their performance metrics, and are making 

an impact? 
- Give us examples of ways you have managed volunteers’ performance and impact within an organization. 
- Give us an example of a plan to engage different volunteers around organizational strategy. 
- Give us an example of a time where you had to advocate for volunteer to be involved in something. What 

did you do to strengthen your argument? 
- Describe a time you dealt with an argument between volunteers.  
- Recall an instance in your time as a volunteer when you found it difficult to stay motivated. What did you 

do? What could you have done differently? 
- Describe a volunteer engagement project you coordinated successfully.  
- How would you encourage diversity among volunteers?  
- How would you promote the recognition of volunteers’ work in the community?  
- Imagine one of the most committed volunteers tells you they want to quit. What do you say?  
- You will have to work with people who do not receive any compensation for what they do. How do you 

motivate and reward them?  
- If you did not have enough volunteers, would you take any person who applied? What would it take to refuse 

a volunteer? 
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS PROFESSIONALS  
 
 
GENERAL MARKETING ACUMEN: NUTS AND BOLTS OF MARKETING 
Attributes & Behaviors: Employs Strategic Marketing and Promotion; Is Digital, Media, and Tech Savvy; Demonstrates 
Effective Project Management; Exhibits Curiosity; Influences Effectively;  
 

- What do you know about United Way? What aspects of United Way do you and/or your values and skills 
align with?  

- Tell me about your favorite campaign. How would you approach a new product or program that is offered? 
What would be the first step you would take and why? 

- Please share some examples on how you see our United Way doing to help increase its prominence. 
- What types of marketing campaigns have you run in the past? 
- Provide an example of a marketing campaign that did not work out as you had planned and how you 

handled the situation. 
- What factors do you consider most important when attempting to influence consumer behavior? 
- How do you use social media as a tool for donor relations? 
- What social media campaigns have you produced and/or managed? Tell me about them. 
- Tell us about your leadership and implementation of marketing strategies and plans. How do you measure 

the success of your marketing outcomes? 
- Tell me about a past situation where you had to juggle multiple projects with competing deadlines. 
- Tell me about a time when you received criticism on a marketing piece you were working. What was the 

piece and how did you react to the criticism? 
 
PRODUCT MANAGEMENT: TAKING IMPACT PRODUCTS TO MARKET  
Attributes & Behaviors: Supports Brand Positioning; Engages in Market Research and Analysis; Integrates Ideas and 
Facilitates Discussion; Exhibits Sales Acumen (taking product to market); Is Entrepreneurial and Innovative; 
 

- How do you define “brand”? 
- What's the first word that comes to mind when you see or hear "United Way of _____"? How would you 

describe the United Way brand? 
- What recently-developed marketing strategy, technique or tool interests you the most right now? 
- What do you consider the 5 most important aspects of successful marketing?  
- How is marketing in the nonprofit arena different from that in the corporate world?  
- Give examples of how you stay abreast of the latest marketing trends and innovations? 
- Tell us about a time when you used market research and created a plan to address what you learned? 
- Describe a time that you performed poorly. Discuss the reason(s) for the poor performance and what, if 

anything, you did to improve? 
- Share with me a past situation where you worked with colleagues or team members who were very different 

from you. 
- Describe a situation, at a past job, where you took initiative. 

 
CREATING BRAND EXPERIENCE FOR EVERYONE (Individuals, Donors, Partners)  
Attributes & Behaviors: Is Customer Focused; Engages Stakeholders; Segments Audiences; Is Credible; Demonstrates 
Cultural Competency. 
 

- You’ve been tasked with redesigning the company’s brand strategy from the ground up. Walk me through 
your process. 

- What is the most successful campaign that you have been involved with?  What contributed to the success 
of that effort? Provide specific examples, describe customer reactions, and how you measured results.  

- Tell me about a time when you successfully changed a customer's mind.  
- How familiar are you with our target market?  
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- Off hand, what marketing strategies would you consider using for our product?  
- What factors do you consider most important when attempting to influence consumer behavior? 
- Please give examples in regards to how have you utilized your relationships with agencies/vendors to 

achieve company goals.  
- Tell me about your experience developing culturally competent communications programs. How did you 

assure cultural competence?  
- Tell me about diverse audiences you have worked with and how you approached them. Have you worked 

with any community leaders? How would you approach working with them to change their mind about an 
issue?  

 
EFFECTIVE AND ENGAGING COMMUNICATOR 
Attributes & Behaviors: Story teller; Skilled Communicator; Strategic Communicator; Connects to Audience; Internal 
Collaborator; Public Relations; Crisis Communications.  
 

- A customer has just posted a negative review to the company’s Facebook page and you’re in charge of 
responding. How do you handle it? 

- One of your employees has just accidentally posted a personal tweet to the company’s account. How will 
you handle her? 

- In what area of marketing communications do you excel? Give examples. 
- Are you open to new ideas? When do you discuss your ideas with team members? What factors do you 

consider when making decisions? 
- Give an example of a time you promoted activities, events, products to the community and to the media. 

How did you get the word out? Did you conduct media interviews?  
- In addition to promoting activities, programs, products, have you done communications outreach to target 

specific audiences? What did you do? How? What was the result? Challenge?   
- Tell me about your experience developing culturally competent communications programs? How did you 

assure cultural competence?  
- Describe a situation in which you successfully persuaded someone to your point of view. 
- How do you prefer to distribute and manage information? 
- What do you believe are the biggest issues that might affect our business? 
- How would you market our products if you were put on a severely limited budget? 
- How do you promote events? Give examples of a time you successfully communicated event expectations 

to a group of people/volunteers, and a time when you did not have the greatest approach. 
 
DONOR INFLUENCE 
Attributes & Behaviors: Understands Donors; Connects Donors with Mission; Supports RD-Donor Relationship; Creates 
and Revises Donor Materials; Communicates Donor Event information;  
 

- What training have you had around donor management? 
- Please give specific examples of how you design a collateral, or presentation to connect the donor right to 

the mission, and avoid clouding it up for them.  
- How would you work cross functionally with your partners in Resource Development? Give us some 

examples of how you yourself have promoted a cross functional work environment. 
- What do you feel are the strongest communication drivers when you want to communicate to a diverse 

audience of donors about an event? Please give examples, and explain how you have used them in the past. 
- Tell me about the experience you have in working and interacting with donors?  
- Give us an example of a process you have used for engaging donors around a mission. 
- How would you get a donor to connect to the mission? 

 
VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT 
Attributes & Behaviors: Serves Volunteers; Creates and Revises Volunteer Materials; Communicates Volunteer Event 
Information; Recruits and Engages Volunteers; 
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- Have you ever worked with volunteers before? What was your experience having this kind of interaction? 
- Have you ever recruited volunteers for a project? If so how did that experience turn out? If not give an 

example of a time you played some role in recruiting volunteers. 
- Describe a volunteer engagement project you coordinated successfully.  
- How would you promote the recognition of volunteers’ work in the community?  

 
 
DIVERSITY, INCLUSION AND EQUITY  

 
- Describe your understanding of diversity, inclusion, equity and why it is important to this position.  
- What is your definition of diversity and how or why do you think diversity is important?  
- In what ways do you think diversity is important to someone in the role of _____?  
- What does it mean for you to have a commitment to diversity? How have you demonstrated that 

commitment, and how would you see yourself demonstrating it here?  
- Why do you think it’s important to address diversity and equity issues in this position, and what are some 

ways you might do that?  
- When dealing with a non-diverse environment or individuals with little experience with diversity, how 

would you approach making diversity relevant or valued?  
- How would you handle a situation in which someone made a prejudiced remark?  
- How would you respond to a conversation between [co-workers] [stakeholders] [colleagues] that was 

clearly offensive to others?  
 
 
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS TO PROBE AND FOLLOW-UP  
 
 What steps did you take? What action did you take? 
 What happened after that? What did you say? 
 How did he/she react? 
 How did you handle that? 
 What was your reaction? 
 How did you feel about that? 
 What was the outcome/result? 
 Were you happy with that outcome/result? 
 What do you wish you had done differently? 
 What did you learn from that? 
 How did you resolve that? 
 What was the outcome of that? 
 Why did you decide to do that? 
 What was your logic? 
 What was your reasoning? 
 Where were you when this happened? 
 What time was it? 
 Who else was involved? 
 Tell me more about your interaction with that person. 
 What was your role? 
 What obstacles did you face? 
 What were you thinking at that point? 
 Lead me through your decision process. 
 How did you prepare for that? 
 How did you feel? 
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